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THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK & PLANNING COMMISSION

Date: December 4, 2003

MEMORANDUM

TO: Historic Area Work Permit Applicants

FROM: Gwen Wright, Coordinator
Historic Preservation Section

SUBJECT: Historic Area Work Permit Application — Approval with Conditions

Your Historic Area Work Permit application was approved by the Historic Preservation Commission at
its recent meeting. Enclosed is a transmittal memorandum stating conditions of approval.

Prior to applying for a county building permit from the Department of Permitting Services, you must

schedule a meeting with your assigned staff person to bring your final construction drawings in to the
Historic Preservation Office at 1109 Spring Street for stamping. Please note that although your work
has been approved by the Historic Preservation Commission, it must also be approved by DPS before
work can begin.

When you file for your building permit at DPS, you must take with you the enclosed forms, as well as
the Historic Area Work Permit that will be mailed to You directly from DPS. These forms are proof that
the Historic Preservation Commission has reviewed your project. For further information about filing

procedures or materials for your county building permit review, please call DPS at 240-777-6370.

If your project changes in any way from the approved plans, either before you apply for your building
permit or even after the work has begun, please contact the Historic Preservation Commission staff at
301-563-3400.

Please also note that you must arrange for a field inspection for conformance with your approved
HAWP plans. Please inform DPS/Field Services at 240-777-6210 or online at
http://permits.emontgomery.org of your anticipated work schedule.

Thank you very much for your patience and good luck with your project!

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PLANNING BOARD, 8787 GEORGIA AVENUE, SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910
WWW.MNCPPC.ORG
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THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK & PLANNING COMMISSION

Date: December 4, 2003

MEMORANDUM

TO: Robert Hubbard, Director

FROM: Gwen Wright, Coordinator J L
Historic Preservation

SUBJECT: Historic Area Work Permit # 324579

The Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) has reviewed the attached
application for a Historic Area Work Permit (HAWP). This application was APPROVED WITH THE
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS.

1. That the hyphen be allowed to be 2 bays long as shown in the supplemental drawing submitted
on December 3 Id or 3 bays long as submitted in the HAWP application.

2. That the applicants evaluate the possibility of lowering the beiEht of the shed dormers in the
additions slightly in order to make them more in line with the original house.

3. Develop a landscaping plan with staff.

The HPC staff will review and stamp the construction drawings prior to the applicant's applying for a
building permit with DPS.

THE BUILDING PERMIT FOR THIS PROJECT SHALL BE ISSUED CONDITIONAL UPON
ADHERENCE TO THE APPROVED HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT (HAWP).

Applicant: Dr. Robert and Susan Morgenstein

Address: 16 Newlands Street, Chevy Chase, 20815

This HAWP approval is subject to the general condition that, after issuance of the Montgomery County
Department of Permitting Services (DPS) permit, the applicant arrange for a field inspection by calling
the Montgomery County DPS Field Services Office at 240-777-6210 or online at
http://permits.emontgomery.org prior to commencement of work and not more than two weeks
following completion of work

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PLANNING BOARD, 8787 GEORGIA AVENUE, SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910
WWW.MNCPPC.ORG
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~ Daytime Phone No.: ~~ -

Tax Account No.: r% (
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Address:1t(~ ~VV~ /Vp~7 s:71 Y 1 ~ G%t .JL: ~1~ C v

Street Number ` city ' Staet Zip Code

Contractorr:~ t1J ~iD Phone No.:

Contractor Registration No

Agent for Owner: Daytime Phone No.:

House Number: I  - _ Street OV_YYV V~CTiN / ✓1 t~"Y'~ t

Town/City:  Nearest 
.Cro~
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'
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/
treat: [ ✓✓~

Lot: d'1 Block: Subdivision: (/r 1 t" " y

Liber.- Folio: Parcel:

PART ONE: TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION AND USE

1A. CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

Construct W Extend KAlter/Renovate

❑ Move ❑ Install 
.
~j Wreck/Raze

❑ Revision ( Repair ❑ Revocable

18. Construction 
/

cost estimate: $ 4I "' 0/ Poo

CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

A/C 1K Slab X Room Addition ❑ Porch 9 Deck ❑ Shed

❑ Solar ❑ Fireplace ❑ Woodbuming Stave

19 FenceArVall (complete Section 4) ❑ Other.

1 C. If this is a revision of a previously approved active permit, see Permit #

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS

2A. Type of sewage disposal: 014 WSSC 02 ❑ Septic 03 ❑ Other.

2B. Type of water supply: 01 X WSSC 02 ❑ Well 03 ❑ Other:

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL
U

3A. Height (Y feet V 
n 
 inches

36. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

XI On party line/property line ❑ Entirely on land of owner 0 On public right of way/easement

X Single family

I hereby that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correctand that the construction will comply with plansapp'.
'd by all agencies ' ed and 1 hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance o/ this permit.

ll !z o3
Signature of owner or authorized agent Date

Edit 6/21/99 SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS



July 24, 2003

Revised November 12, 2003

Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission

1109 Spring Street, Suite 801

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Dear Commissioners:

This is a summary for the HAWP application for a proposed addition to 16 Newlands Street in

Chevy Chase, Maryland. After our preliminary hearing on August 13, 2003, we were told by the

commission that we could apply for a HAWP. We understand that obtaining an HAWP will enable

us to apply for a building permit with the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services.

Once both of these approvals are obtained, we can then apply to the Chevy Chase Village for it's

building permit.

The site is located on the Northwest corner of Newlands Street and Brookville Road. The existing

house was built in 19.12 for Mr. H. Mellote. The original. exterior was cement block. Children of

Mr. Widmaier, a later owner, report that their father participated in the creation of a high strength

polymer coating. Sometime after WWII, this owner covered the exterior block with "spraycrete".

Since then, the house has had several additions and renovations to the exterior at all elevations:

We have had two previous meetings with members of the Historic Preservation Department of

MNCPPC. We met with Gwen Wright, Preservation Supervisor, and Cord Jimenez. The HAWP

submission incorporates their helpful comments to our earlier, more conceptual schemes. This

submission also incorporates the comments given to us by the review board during our

Preliminary Hearing.

The current owners are Dr. Robert and Susan W. Morgenstein, who have lived in the house for

thirty-two years. They have a particular attachment to their location enjoying the large trees and

country lane ambiance of Brookville Road and Newlands Street. Upon gaining ownership of their

house, the clients removed the solid exterior back door and replaced it with a glass door, which

created a see-through central hallway permitting green views on all sides of their living space.

Their children were all raised in this house. The proposed addition is intended to be a place

where their children and grandchildren can gather frequently to enjoy both the inside and outside

03016 Historic Preser-V2



spaces, to share time and meals. Susan Morgenstein wants to be able to serve dinner, in the

new addition, to thirty-six members of the family.

The existing site is 14,022 sf. (per deed). The existing house has a footprint of 1,520 sf. The

proposed addition has a footprint of 1,046 sf. The total proposed footprint of the house will be

2,545 sf. There is also an existing 364 sf garage on the property. The total footprint of the house

and garage will occupy 21% of the lot. The lot is zoned R-60 which allows a 35% lot occupancy.

The program of the addition includes a kitchen/family room that is approximately 22 feet by 24

feet. A new master bedroom suite will. be built over the kitchen/family room.

The design concept: the new kitchen/family room is connected to the original house with a glass

connector or "hyphen". The mass of the kitchen/family room is covered with a gambrel roof and it

is rotated 90 degrees from the East-West axis of the house. The design intent is to be

sympathetic to the design of the original house. This is achieved by using forms that are similar

to but smaller than the main volume of the house. The kitchen/family room has two rectangular

volumes that extend from the main mass. The first volume is a glass rectangle that will allow the

occupants to view the outside lawn and trees. The second volume is more opaque since it will

house the kitchen and home entertainment center of this area. This second volume will have a

solid wall with windows placed high on the wall. We propose to place a "metal sunscreen" over

the glass volume in order to break the scale and to protect the interior from excessive solar gain.

The kitchen/family room addition will be clad in Spraycrete to match the existing surface of the

house. Also to reduce scale, we are considering application of this surface to both the old and

new forms in two to three monochromatic shades.

The hyphen will be used as a secondary entrance accessed from the driveway. The client's

desire is to make this a relatively transparent piece, in continuance of their desire for see-through

views of greenery and trees. The hyphen allows us to touch or connect with the original house in

a minimal way. It makes it possible to leave the majority of the existing gambrel roof intact, and,

the overall form of the existing house will not be altered. It is our intention to differentiate the new

construction from the existing construction out of respect for the original house. The hyphen will

also contain a floor opening for a future elevator, since the clients plan to retire in this house.

An existing tree will have to be removed for the addition to occur. At 4'-6' above the ground, the

tree is 8"-10" in diameter. We will need submit a for Tree Removal Application. We are

03016 Historic Preser-V2
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developing a landscaping plan to include planting a number of species of trees that were original

to the property, that have either died or been destroyed by storms.

The plan includes new fencing along the sides of the property, not including the front yard, which

unlike many of the solid fences along Brookville Road, permits glimpses of trees and greenery.

Sincerely,

y

Dale A. Stewart

CORE

03016 Historic Preser-V2



HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 16 Newlands Street Meeting Date:

Resource: Contributing Report Date:
Chevy Chase Historic District

Review: HAWP Public Notice:

Case Number: 35/13-03Y Tax Credit:

Applicant: Dr. Robert and Susan Morgenstein Staff:

PROPOSAL: Rear Addition and Fence

RECOMMEND: Approval

BACKGROUND

12/03/03

11/24/03

11/19/03

No

Joey Lampl

This project went through Preliminary Consultation with the Commission on August 13, 2003. At that
time, the Commission was presented with a proposal for a kitchen/family room addition of 1,046 square
feet at the rear of this pre-1912 Dutch Colonial Revival house of 1,520 feet. The proposed addition,
therefore, is about 69% percent of the size of the original house. It is designed to be attached to the main
block of the house with a glass hyphen. The defining characteristics of the addition as first proposed
were its all-glass hyphen, which was gambrel-roofed, and the "Spraycrete" back portion of the addition,
which also featured a gambrel roof. (See Circles 36 - 37.) The Commission had a positive reaction
to the design, based primarily on the fact that the addition succeeded in being both compatible with and
distinguishing itself from the original house in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards
for Rehabilitation (Standard 9.) One Commissioner was concerned about the size and visibility of the
glass opening in the addition from Brookeville Road. Another issue raised by more than one
Commissioner was the sense that that the Spraycrete block of the addition was "top heavy" and
somewhat "schizophrenic," in that it mixed too many stylistic traditions. There was a sense that the
back block of the addition had a light, modernist vocabulary on the first floor and a heavier, Neo-
Colonial quality on the second-floor.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE: Contributing Resource
STYLE: Dutch Colonial Revival
DATE: By 1912

16 Newlands is a Contributing Resource within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District. The building is a two-
and-a-half story, three-bay Dutch Colonial house with large shed dormers on the north and south walls at the
second story level. On the east side of the house, a smaller, gambrel-roofed one-story addition (likely added in
the 1970s or 1980s) features windows arranged in several shapes and sizes and an open porch on its east face.
The rear, or south side, of the main house features a one-story porch with basement that has been partially

0



enclosed on the first floor as extra kitchen space. The enclosed portion likely dates to the late 1930s or 1940s,
based on the existence of a metal casement window.

PROPOSAL:

The applicants propose to add space for a larger kitchen/gathering place for their extended family and to do so in
a manner that is both sympathetic to the original house but maximizes the owners' enjoyment of the surrounding
landscape. The proposal is to:

1. Eliminate the rear porch mass that has now been partially enclosed so that the new addition begins at the
south wall of the main block of the original house. A non-original glass door within the original mass of
the house, first floor, and an original 6/6, double-hung sash window and (apparently original) balcony
door on the second floor will be removed to make the connection with the new hyphen. (See Circle 16.)
Staff notes that the previous Staff Report for the Preliminary Consultation encouraged the owners to
donate these materials to a salvage company.

2. Remove an 8-10 inch diameter tree at the southwest comer of the existing house in order to extend the
footprint to the rear. The applicants plan to submit a Tree Removal Application with the Chevy Chase
aborist. (See Circle 17.)

3. Construct an addition to the south of the house in two "volumes," both set perpendicularly to the main
block of the house and both having a lower roofline than that of the original house. The back volume's
gambrel will match the slopes of the main house but be lower in height, something that is more clearly
articulated in the sketches rather than the computer-generated renderings. (See Circles 17-28.)

4. Remove the wood porch at the east end of the main house and change the east windows in the one-story
gambrel-roofed addition that exists there to a straightforward, triple, flat-arched window. (See Circles 14
and 22.)

5. Replace in kind the failing painted wood railings on the first-story porch and second-story balcony on the
north fagade.

6. Cover the entire house (original block and second volume of the addition) in a new coat of "Spraycrete"
or stucco (mistakenly noted on the elevations as "plaster"), whichever better matches the existing
condition. The new product will have "integral color" that will not require painting. The new layer is
being applied to address failing paint on the main block that is a result of paint improperly applied over
Spraycrete. The proposal calls for a darker gray base color and a lighter gray wall cover. (See Circles 24-
28.)

7. Replace asphalt shingling on affected portions of the main block's gambrel roof (the rear upper slope of
the main roof and the rear shed and gambrel dormers) with a synthetic slate substitute that will better
match the original front slope's true slate and will be identical to the synthetic slate planned for the back
part of the addition. (See Circles 16 and 29.)

8. Erect a new anodized aluminum picket-type fence, 6' high, in place of an existing chain link
fence. (See Circles 38-39.)

9. Supplement the existing landscape along Brookeville Road with at least three new deciduous
trees. (Final number to be discussed with Chevy Chase Village Arborist.) (See Circle 17.)

STAFF DISCUSSION:
The following guidelines pertain to this project:
According to the Approved and Adopted Amendment to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation in
Montgomery County, Maryland: Chevy Chase Village, Historic
District — Expansion, 1998:

1. Preserving the integrity of the proposed Chevy Chase Village Historic District. Any alterations should, at a minimum, perpetuate the
ability to perceive the sense of time and place portrayed by the district.

0



2. Design review emphasis should be restricted to changes that will be visible from the front or side public right-of-way, or that would be
visible in the absence of vegetation or landscaping.
3. Major additions should, where feasible, be placed to the rear of the existing structure so that they are less visible from the public right-of-
way ....
4. Roofing materials should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they are visible from the public right-of-way, lenient scrutiny if they are not. In
general, materials differing from the original should be approved for contributing resources ....
5. Tree removal should be subject to strict scrutiny and consistent with the Chevy Chase Village Urban Forest Ordinance.
6. Windows (including window replacement) should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they are visible from the public right-of-
way, lenient scrutiny if they are not.
7. Fences should be subject to strict scrutiny if they detract significantly from the existing open streetscape. Otherwise, fences
should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they are visible from the public
right-of-way, lenient scrutiny if they are not.

And the Secretary of the Interior's Standard for Rehabilitation (No. 9):

9. New additions ...will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials,
features, size, scale and proportions, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its
environment.

Staff feels that the applicants have submitted a response that is consistent with both the Chevy Chase Village
Historic District — Expansion Guidelines and the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation in
creating a design that is both contextual and stands on its own. Staff reviewed the HAWP with the Commission's
previous comments on Preliminary Consultation in mind.

The first "volume" of the addition is comprised of a two-story, glass-walled, flat-roofed, rectangular hyphen that
will offer access from the driveway through a door, provision on the interior for a future elevator, and a
transparent space for the owners to enjoy view to the outdoors. The previously drawn glass gambrel roof did not
meet energy codes. The new flat roof will be a rubber membrane material above a metal fascia. The hyphen will
feature steel windows manufactured by Hope's (See Circles 30-35) that are mostly fixed glass, with some
operable sections at the lowest level. Because of the size of these windows, they will be true divided lights, for
structural purposes. There also are straightforward metal sunshades that project directly from two faces of the
building. They are located on the west, or driveway, side of the hyphen and on the east side of the rear block of
the addition. This represents a change from the preliminary scheme in the sense that those "shades" were
actually metal trellises supported on posts.

The second "volume" of the addition is a two-story, "Spraycrete" (shown on plans mistakenly as "plaster"),
gambrel-roofed addition covered in synthetic slate manufactured by Welsh Mountain (See Circle 29). The slate
will have butt shingles. All windows in this section also are steel. The ribbon windows on the west elevation are
fixed. Those on the east and south elevations, first floor, are box bays with lower sections that are operable
awning casements. Metal sunshades project over these windows. The windows will be either true divided light
(See Circle 35) or simulated divided lights (See Circle 34) depending on the size of the window opening—the
former if the opening is so large as to require the steel as structure, the latter if the opening is smaller. The rear
part of the addition features side shed dormers with four-part side-hinged, casement windows in the second story.
Hope's University Series Windows is known for producing high quality steel windows that have reveals and
shadows, rather than a flat, curtain-wall appearance.

Staff has been told that the owners will proceed with a Tree Removal Application from the Chevy Chase Village
arborist for the one maple tree that is currently near the southwest corner of the house. Since the Chevy Chase
Village Historic District — Expansion Guidelines recommend "strict scrutiny" for the removal of trees, staff
advises that the owner obtain approval for the tree removal (and any necessary reforestation beyond the planting
of the three new trees) prior to carrying out any new construction.
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The Commissioners concerns at the Preliminary Consultation are addressed below:

1. As for the concern with the view from Brookeville Road of a modern, largely glazed first floor, the applicants
have responded with an intent to buffer that view with more plantings. Staff feels this is the right direction, but
the planting of three new 1'6"-circumference deciduous trees will take time to become a true buffer. Staff is
pleased that the applicant is consulting with the Chevy Chase Village arborist. In addition, the applicants have
proposed an attractive anodized aluminum picket-type fence that will be 6' tall along Brookeville Road. (See
Circles 38-39.) It will be an improvement over the existing chain link, while still maintaining the relative
transparency of the lot as one looks out upon Brookeville Road from the house, or, conversely, towards the
house.

2. The second concern had to do with the "top heavy" quality of the gambrel and a disjunct between the modern
first floor and traditional second floor. In reviewing this nomination and wondering about the use of the gambrel
for such a sizeable addition, staff conducted field work and observed multiple instances of Dutch Colonial
Revival houses that used the gambrel both on the primary block of the house and on secondary adjacent volumes
originally or early on in the house's development (examples being garages, sunrooms, etc.). As a result, staff
feels that the use of the gambrel roofline for an addition is a choice that has historic precedent, although most
historic uses of a secondary gambrel are admittedly of a smaller scale. Regarding the use of both modern and
historic vocabulary, the applicants have removed the Neo-Dutch Colonial shutters that appeared in the
preliminary scheme. The second story metal windows have a cleaner, more modern appearance as a result, which
helps tie them to the metal window vocabulary on the first level. Due to energy codes, the revised HAWP
scheme also shows a hyphen with a flat-roof as opposed to a gambrel. Staff feels that this is a significantly better
design solution than the previous one, which had a Postmodern redundancy to it, given that all three volumes —
original block, hyphen, and back addition — employed the distinctive gambrel roofline.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Commission approve the HAWP application as being consistent with Chapter 24A-
8(b) 2:

The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological,
architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic
resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the purposes
of this chapter

And the general condition that the applicant shall present the 3 permit sets of drawings to HPC staff for review
and stamping prior to submission for permits, if applicable, and after issuance of the Montgomery County
Department of Permitting Services (DPS) permit, the applicant will arrange for a field inspection by calling the
DPS Field Services Office at (240) 777-6210 or online at www.l)ermits.emontgomeu.org prior to
commencement of work and not more than two weeks following completion of work.
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APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT

ContactPersoo: 8~AM 

/~~, 

--4WA~7

r Daytime Phone No.-90.;L-   '1 6 (p '
t%Tax Account No.: O 
i 

Q,
Name of Property Owner.G,J~, /232W i1~G~a ~f1 Daytime Phone No.:

Q 

A y

~D - I
^ 
~' 

/(~/,
i0
r
3

Address:~t('
Street Nutnber ` city —̀!Steel Zip Code

Coatractarr. IV f3f, I-M t V4 F  Phone No.:

Contractor Registration Na.:

Agent for Owner. Daytime Phone No.:

LVVAI 1U" ur Durwur u/rnUY1WG 

Md House Number. 1 Ile Street 
r 
~005

TowNCity:/^~ 
 

W—YAX16-,1-e5

" 
NeareesstC.

rogsi;Svleet

Lot:' del Block:Subdivision: (/t ~ r''t ~vlw?O£

Liber~ Folio: Parcel:

I~AR7 ONE: TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION AND USE

1A. CHECK ALL APPLICABLE: CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

X.Conslruct 14 Extend IKAfter/Renovate 0 A/C ijSlab X Roam Addition ❑ Patch 9Deck ❑ Shed

❑ Move ❑ Install IR Wreck/Raze ❑ Solar ❑ Fireplace ❑ Woodbuming Stove Single Family

❑ Revision Repair ❑ Revocable Fence/Wall (complete Section 41. ❑ Other.

18. Construction cost estimate: S

1 C. If this is a revision of a previously approved active permit see Permit #f

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS

2A. Type of sewage disposal: 01 14 WSSC 02 ❑ Septic 03 ❑ Other.

26. Type of water supply: Ot g WSSC 02 ❑ Well 03 ❑ Other:

PART THREE: COMPLETE R FENCE/RETAINING WALL
if

3A. Height tf! feet inches

38. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wan is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

On party line/property, line ❑ Entirely on land of owner ❑ On public right of way/easement

I hereby 'I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is carrect.and that the construction will comply with plans
appro ed by of/age76esed end l hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit

1l t!z o3
Signature of owner or authorized agent Date

Approved: For Chairperson, Historic Preservation Commission

Disapproved: Signature: Date:

Application/Permit No.: j- - Date Fned: Date Issued:

Edit 6/21/99 SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS
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July 24, 2003

Revised November 12, 2003

Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission

1109 Spring Street, Suite 801

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Dear Commissioners:

This is a summary for the HAWP application for a proposed addition to 16 Newlands Street in

Chevy Chase, Maryland. After our preliminary hearing on August 13, 2003, we were told by the

commission that we could apply for a HAWP. We understand that obtaining an HAWP will enable

us to apply for a building permit with the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services.

Once both of these approvals are obtained, we can then apply to the: Chevy Chase Village for its

building permit.

The site is located on the Northwest corner of Newlands Street. and. Brookville Road. The existing

house was built in 1912 for Mr. H. Mellote. The original; exterior was cement block. Children of

Mr. Widmaier, a later owner, report that their father participated in the creation of a high strength

polymer coating. Sometime after WWII, this owner. covered the exterior block with "spraycrete".

Since then, the house has had several additions and renovations to the exterior at all elevations.

We have had two previous meetings with members of the Historic Preservation Department of

MNCPPC. We met, with Gwen Wright, Preservation Supervisor, and Cord Jimenez. The HAWP

submission incorporates their helpful comments to our earlier, .more conceptual schemes. This

submission also incorporates the comments given to us by the review board during our

Preliminary Hearing.

The current owners are Dr. Robert and Susan W. Morgenstein, who have lived in the house for

thirty-two years. They have a particular attachment to their location enjoying the large trees and

country lane ambiance of Brookville Road and Newlands Street. Upon gaining ownership of their

house, the clients removed the solid exterior back door and replaced it with a glass door, which

created a see-through central hallway permitting green views on all sides of their living space.

Their children were all raised in this house. The proposedaddition is intended to be a place

Where their children and grandchildren can gather frequently to enjoy both the inside and outside

03016 Historic Preser-V2 6.



spaces, to share time and meals. Susan Morgenstein wants to be able to serve dinner, in the

new addition, to thirty-six members of the family.

The existing site is 14,022 .sf. (per deed). The existing house has a footprint of 1,520 sf. The

proposed addition has a footprint of 1,046 sf. The total proposed footprint of the house will be

2,545. sf. There is also an existing 364 sf garage on the property. The total footprint of the house

and garage will occupy 21% of the lot. The lot is zoned R-60 which allows a.35% lot occupancy. .

The program of the addition includes a kitchen/family room that is approximately 22 feet by 24

feet. A new master bedroom suite will. be built over the kitchen/family room.

The design concept: the new kitchen/family room is connected to the original house with a glass

connector or "hyphen". The mass of the kitchen/family room is covered with a gambrel roof and it

is rotated. 90 degrees from the East-West axis of the house. The design intent is to be

sympathetic to the design of the original house. This is achieved by using forms that are similar

to but smaller than the main volume of the house. The kitchen/family room has two rectangular

volumes that extend from the main mass. The first volume is a glass rectangle that will allow the

occupants to view the outside lawn and trees...The second volume is more opaque since it will

house the kitchen and home :entertainment center of this area. This second volume -will have a

solid wall with windows placed high on the wall. We propose to place a "metal sunscreen" over

the glass volume in order to break the scale and to protect-the interior, from excessive solar gain...

The kitchen/family room addition will be clad in Spraycrete to match the existing surface of the

house. Also to reduce scale, we are considering application of this surface to both the old and

new forms in two to three monochromatic shades. .

The hyphen will be used as a secondary entrance accessed from the driveway. The client's

desire is to make this a relatively transparent piece, in continuance of their desire for see-through

views of greenery and trees. The hyphen allows us to touch or connect with the original house in

a minimal way. It makes it possible to leave the majority of the existing gambrel roof intact, and,

the overall form of.the existing house will.not be altered. It is our intention to differentiate the new

construction from the existing construction out of respect for the original house. The hyphen will
also contain a floor opening for a future elevator, since the clients plan to retire. in this house.

An existing tree will have to be removed for the addition to occur. At 4'-6' above the ground, the

tree is W-10° in diameter. We will need submit a for :Tree Removal Application. We are

03016 Historic Preser-V2





16 Newlands Street-Zoning Summary
11/12/03
Zone R-60

Lot 21

Block 47

Plat 106

Lot Occupancy Allowed 35

Lot SF 14022 By Deed

Includes covered front porch. Excludes portion

Existing House SF - footprint 1520 of house to be demolished.

Existing Garage-footprint 364_

Total .Existing SF 1,884

Addition SF - footprint 1046

Total SF-footprint 2930

Actual Lot Occupancy 0.21 35% maximum lot occupancy allowed

The property is a corner lot, the main door of

Newlands Street Setback 25' the property faces Newlands Street.

Rear Yard Setback 20'
Sideyard Setback 8'

In the case of a corner lot, if the .adjoining lot on
one of the streets either does _not .front on that
street or is in a nonresidential zone, the setback

Brookvile Road Setback 15' from that street line must be at least 15'.

Maximum Building Height 35'

IN
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November 12, 2003

16 Newlands Street Adjacent Neighbors.

See attached map.

Simon Wagman

11 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Francis Saul

14 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase,, Maryland 20815

Jon C & T White

15 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Virginia Leachman

103 Newlands Street .

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Arthur Phelan

6300 Brookville Road

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Michael Williams

21 East Melrose Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Daniel.Korengold

101 East Melrose Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Note: Information is based on Www.dat. state. Md. us website.

03016 Neighbor Info.
t
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We are pleased to be able to present to you the world's first manufactured roofing slate m... Page 1 of 1

The beauty
i ;a igt tw i #at; r}ai tet an e #ree op ci fcii tnp w a (.are; about:.quality.

We are pleased to be able to present to you the world's
first manufactured roofing slate made completely from
recycled car tires and re-engineered polymers. Our
product is 100% recycled and 100% recyclable. This
roof need never be sent to a landfill site.

Not only is this roof environmentally responsible but it is
one of the most beautiful roofs available on the market
today. It's exceptional life expectancy means that you
never have to worry about it during your lifetime.

M

Our tiles are available in four colors. You can use one color or m
-- more for dramatic results. Please visit our "Choose colors" page

our interactive viewer to see different combinations and percenta
colors.

We make your purchase as easy as possible. We will ship the p
factory-direct to your site anywhere in Canada or the USA. For
other countries, please contact us for details.

Our product is easily installed. This site contains detailed installation instructions. If needed,
train you or your installers in the correct installation procedure.

Please take a few minutes to tour our site. I think you will agree that our product is one of the
industry. Give us a try and you will find our service is exceptional.

http://www.welshmountainslate.com/tileshome.htm 11/19/2003
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DOPE' S®
STEEL WMDOWS & DOOMS
HANDCRAFTED IN USA

University Series
Steel Windows

Introduction

Hope's University Series steel windows are custom manufactured from heavy custom
hot-rolled steel sections. Hope's engineers have incorporated the many features of
modern steel window technologies in the University Series, while maintaining the
aesthetics of steel windows from the early I900's.. The narrow steel window profiles
simulate the appearance of exterior putty glazing; however, the University Series
windows are actually interior glazed with up to 3/4" thick insulating glass.

PRODUCT FEATURES:

• Increased window section depth doubles the moment of inertia (1-value) and
presents the opportunity to accommodate larger window sizes without extra
reinforcing or mullions

• Increased strength allows for larger ventilator sizes without compromising
performance

• Accepts up to 3/4" insulating glass

• Double integral groove weatherstripping
• Snap-in glazing beads
• Solid bronze hardware

• Hope's standard state-of-the-art galvanizing, pretreatment and finishing process

OPERABLE DETAIL
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Details are full scale.

FIXED DETAIL
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HOPE 
S0

STEEL WIPIDOWS & DOORS
HANDCRAFTED - IN USA

OFFSET LEG

13.
4

~
I
4

OFFSET LEG

O

OFFSET
LEG

i

44

University Series
Steel Windows

Details

Details are half scale. All details are shown inside glazed with 5/8" glass.
See .page 11 for further glazing bead options.
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DOPE'S®
STEEL III MDOWS & DOORS
HANDCRAFTED IN USA

PROJECT-OUT

FIXED

University Series
Steel Windows

l Elevations

SIDE HUNG-OUT
SIDE HUNG-IN
CASEMENT

LEFT HAND
SWING-OUT

LEFT HAND
SWING IN

U) 6

PROJECT-IN

RIGHT HAND
SWING-0UT

RIGHT HAND
SWING-IN

Elevations are not to scale and are for detail reference only.
All Hope's products are custom manufactured for your specific project requirements.

6
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HOPE'S®
STEEL WINDOWS 8t DOORS
HATIDCRAFTED IN USA

OFFSET.LEG

2g

14
1~

28

OFFSET LEG

218

Tr

3
216

V

(D

SET

EQUAL LEG

EQUAL LEG

University Series
Steel Windows

Details

LONG LEG

LONG LEG

DOUBLE
INTEGRAL
GROOVE
WEATHERSTRIP

LONG

7
LEG LEG

i

21 156

Details are half scale. All d are shown i e glazed with 5/8" glass.
See page 11 for fuithe bead options.
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HOPE'S ®
STEEL WRIDOWS & DOORS
HANDCRAFTED IN USA

MUNTIN GRIDS

%LSAT GRID FLAT GRID and
and LANE GARVEY

El I

4 44

FLAT GRID \
ONLY

4

FLAT GRID
BOTH SIDES

University Series
Steel Windows

Details

#84H and
LANE

,

x-44
#84H ONLY

. 

PEEE-=~-
~4

q

. 44
#84H and
FLAT GRID

~44

LANE ONLY GARVEY ONLY

21
ALL DETAILS THIS SHEET

4 4

MUNTIN GRIDS NOTES
* EXTERIOR FLAT GRIDS ARE 10 GA STEEL WELDED TO THE WINDOW
* INTERIOR FLAT GRIDS ARE 'TYPICALLY 12 GA STEEL AND TAPED TO THE GLASS
'THE #84H MUNTIN GRID IS A HOT-ROLLED STEEL SECTION WELDED TO THE GLAZING LEG OF THE
WINDOW AND AT THE INTERSECTIONS
" BOTH THE LANE AND GARVEY MUNTIN GRID ARE ALUMINUM EXTRUSIONS, WHICH ARE EITHER CUT
SQUARE, MITERED OR COPED AND TAPED TO THE GLASS
"THE SPACER BETWEEN THE GLASS TO SIMULATE TRUE MUNTINS IS OPTIONAL

Details are half scale. All details are shown inside glazed.
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HOPE'S
STEEL W[PIDOWS & DOORS
HANDCRAFTED IN USA

TRUE MUNTINS

#T875
ACCEPTS 114"
GLASS ONLY

University Series
Steel windows

Details

-F 
T--Ir

1$ 
1 

2A

F~q

#T138
ACCEPTS UP TO
314" INSULATING

GLASS

L DETAILS THlS !~~

.s

Details are half scale. All details are shown inside glazed.
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1 HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

2 MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND

3

4

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -X
5

6 HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMITS

- - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - -X

8

9

A hearing in the above-entitled matter was held on

10
Wednesday,_ August 13, 2003, commencing at 7:46 p.m., at the

11

Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission, MRO

12
uditorium, 8787 Georgia Avenue., Silver Spring, Maryland,

13
20910 before:

14

15 
SUSAN VELASQUEZ

16" 
Commission Chairperson

JULIA O'MALLEY
17 Vice Chairperson

18 LEE BURSTYN
NURAY ANAHTAR

19 
JEFF FULLER

STEVE.BRESLIN
Commission Members

20

MICHELLE NARU
21 CORRI JIMENEZ

GWEN WRIGHT

22 ANNE FOTHERGILL
Staff

23

24

25~

Deposition Services, Inc.
6245 Executive Boulevard 2300 M Street, N.W.

Rockville, MD 20852 Suite 800 .

(U)11) RR1-3344 WaAington, D.C. 20037 ~0.
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(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

MS. VELASQUEZ: Okay. We're back on the record.

.The next item on the agenda is a preliminary consultation.

Susan Morgenstein, 16 Newlands, Chevy Chase. Is there a

staff report?

MS. JIMENEZ: 16 Newlands, I haven't seen these

images so you'll have to forgive me. I just was given this

by the applicant. I'm familiar with the project alone, but

not the CD that's in the computer. This is a contributing

resource to the Chevy Chase Historic District. It's a Dutch

Colonial constructed about 1912. It has a somewhat

interesting history. The structure is original to 1912 but

at a later time period, the second owner was the creator of

spring creek which is one of those great industrial 1950s,

you know like shop creek and all the creeks that came around.

So it's basically got a -- polymer that's been applied to the

exterior of the house. The Applicants want to construct a

rear addition and the same material will be applied to that

rear addition.

This is the front of the house looking at it.

There's been a side addition that's been constructed.

There's been some modifications particularly to the rear.

Here again is the side addition which, looks like this. It's

a modern addition, but you can see still the same type of

gambrel roof that's been applied to your original house, to
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the addition and that will be the style that you will see on

the new construction, excuse me on the new addition that will

be attached to the rear. There was a porch here on the side

that was enclosed. So you can see that there's been some

small modifications to the house as well as the third story

11basically had a little dormer.

More images of the rear. This is a tree to the

left of the addition. That is the only tree that's planned

to be removed. And that was mentioned in my staff report. I

don't remember its diameter. This is the new construction,

excuse me, the new addition that's going to be attached to

the historic house. The Applicants are great admirers of

modern construction and they are great admirers of

Brookeville Road and the view they see out there from their

porch. And so what they designed is they designed an

addition that has basically a two-story glass -- that will

connect the old house to a new addition. My staff report

went through all the different modifications that define the

addition and how great it applies to Secretary of Interior

standards for rehabilitation where you have a modern addition

that is quite different than the historic building. I think

that this is a great case for the HPC to review.

There's subtle things like this. There's going to

be a slate substitute. It will be applied to the new,' excuse

me, to the addition. And staff is actually recommending an
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ecco star product which is a slate substitute. It's ,a rubber

material of recycled tires. Has a 25 year warranty. It

actually has a great thickness. So it's not like' an asphalt

shingle tile. It's more of a, has a dimension. So it looks

like slate when you're far. And not to mention it's

recyclable after the 25 years.

The other thing that is quite different between the

historic versus the addition is the shutters. These shutters

will be operable or at least staff is recommending them to be

operable. But they are more traditional of a European style

shutter, maybe even, you know, older colonial structures that

used to be in Maryland. There's a lot of modern details.

Like this is going to be an aluminum trellis that will be

coming out above the aluminum windows. Here's the rear. One

of the things that staff recommended when they met with the

architects as well as the applicants during one of our

meetings was the repetitiveness of a certain feature. We

chose the gambrel roof as a great way of connecting, bringing

that historic to the house as well as into the addition. And

so you'll see that repeated.

And this is the west elevation. The west and the

east elevation are pretty much the same in regards to the

same type of windows and trellis. These windows look a lot

smaller than what we saw on the east elevation.

Here's the ground floor plan for the house as well

rIq
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as the second floor plan. And then there is a second house

on the site, a 3-D modeling. This again, side, is basically

Brookeville Road and this side here is West Newland. So the

house will be visible coming up and probably more up

IBrookeville Road.

There is heavy vegetation that is along Brookeville

Road that is concerned about. And one of the motions that

will be made as least as a condition for the historic area

work permit is that tree preservation measures be applied,

especially for the larger trees that are following

Brookeville Road. And here's another view of the addition

with the historic house as well as how far it is from an

existing garage, the two-car garage in the rear. And that's

it. Staff has put into the staff report everything that they

were concerned about, particularly the slate substitute that

would be used as well as tree preservation. But basically

finding the addition quite attractive and, you know, very

direct to what the Secretary of Interior standards say.

MS. VELASQUEZ: Thank you. Any questions of staff?

MS. WRIGHT: I like the addition. I think one of

the things I hope the Commission thinks about is, you know,

we frequently have seen additions and new construction in our

historic districts that are extremely replicative. And we

have actually, staff has spent a lot of time talking to

applicants about gee, maybe it would be good to do something
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that's not replicative, that really is of this time. And I

think this is an example of that effort and certainly use

something that we have encouraged although we haven't seen it

very often in applications that have come in.

MS. VELASQUEZ: Thank you. Any questions of staff?

The Applicants are here. Would you like to step forward.

And anybody you have as a representative. Please state your

name for the record.

MS. MORGENSTEIN: Yes, I'm Susan Morgenstein. And

I'd like to introduce my husband, Dr. Robert Morgenstein who

is paying for this. I don't know why my name is on the

application but anyway he's also an applicant.

MR. STEWART: I'm Dale Stewart, principal of Corn.

MR. SANTOS: I'm Ramon Santos also with Corn.

MS. VELASQUEZ: Thank you. You heard the staff

report. What do you want to tell us?

MR. STEWART: I think that the staff report

basically reinforces and coincides with what our desires and

plans for the house are so I think that it is a fair

representation of all we intend to do.

MS. VELASQUEZ: Commissioners.

MS. O'MALLEY: Can I just ask a question? The side

windows that are facing Brookeville, that will all be solid

windows on the first floor?

MR. STEWART: The first floor was a bay that

rye)
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protrudes from the side of the building that was all. glass.

MS. O'MALLEY: My first thought was as I come up

Brookeville Road is a really big glass. Your square footage

includes height and --

MR. STEWART: Yes, it does.

MS. O'MALLEY: It doesn't look large when you look

at it from the rear. But as I look at it from the side, you

know, the length is longer than the side of the original

house.

MR. STEWART: Well, the function of the, the size of

the addition is a result of the problematic requirement that

the owner has for the addition. And we've tried to take the

steps that we could to reduce its scale and its mass so that

it didn't overpower the existing house but looked like it was

part of it, as the whole structure as a uniform whole. I

think that that's a better way to try to integrate the new

mass as opposed to just doing something that has no

relationship.

MS. MORGENSTEIN: We also told the architects that

we didn't want a big box. We didn't want the house, as many

houses in the village have just to come straight out into a

big box. And we preferred to have shape and definition. And

part of the staff report talked about the vegetation. We

have magnificent large trees especially on our strange

shaped, pie shaped lot on the corner. And we're very anxious

~ y6,
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and eager and careful of those trees at all times. In fact,

one of my neighbors said those trees were more important than

most of the people he knew. He's unfortunately since

deceased. But I agree with him, those trees are very

important and we want to add landscaping on that side, on the

Brookeville Road side. So those windows provide us with a

way, me with a way to breathe. The house as it exists now I

bought because you could see through the center hall and

through both sides. So when I stand in the center hall of my

house, I see green in four directions. And I wanted that in

the new addition.

But, as far as size go, I have six grandchildren

under the age of 5 and the new addition family room had to

accommodate the immediate family which would be very six for

dinner, so that's why the size.

MR. STEWART: I think too that the way that we have

sited the addition of the house is more typical of the way

colonial architecture expanded over time. There was a series

of add on buildings, or -- buildings. It just didn't

increase the mass of the buildings because the problem that

that would have would be to create internal rooms with

natural light. So this is a way to add footage to the house.

It's more in keeping with traditional architectural

additions.

MR. FULLER: Well I agree with the staff report that
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I think it's very well done. I think the concept with the

high addition. My comments are, my questions are details.

When I look at the addition, the new rear part, I see a lot

of modern detail introduced like with the trellis. I think

that's appropriate. I think it's pretty deciding. You don't

often see that in additions. I think it could be very nice.

Once you get above the roof line, however, it's all very

traditional. It's almost schizophrenic. The roof climb down

is contemporary. The roof line up is traditional. Was that

intentional or could you comment on that?

MR. STEWART: Well, the original, the reason that it

was done was that was to try and make more of a relationship

to the older structure. Since we have submitted this for

preliminary approval, we have done some further

investigation, further study where we are heading towards an

alternative window pattern on the upper floor that is more in

keeping with the lower floor of the addition than the

traditional existing house. So we recognize similar concerns

that you have and we're working towards addressing those.

MR. FULLER: I guess, the -- old house has quite a

bit going on. It has a bunch of different styles and the way

the addition worked off of it t,o begin with. We've now added

then a connector which is completely contemporary and I think

that's appropriate. And then the back half of the house, the

addition is really a little bit, the top of it seems a little
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heavy. The bottom of it with trellis to me doesn't tie in as

well. I just think that the addition needs to integrate,

needs to start pulling itself, the overall house a little bit

more together. `Cause I just feel a little bit, there's too

many different styles, too many different pieces trying to

cling together on this right now. But I think in general the

massing is where it should be. I think it's appropriate to

have the link and to complete distinguish itself from the

existing house. I don't have any problem with the overall

size of the house. I think that can be worked. Again I

think it's a detail issue.

MR. STEWART: One of the things that we have done,

on the first addition on the side of the house is we've taken

off a balcony that was a porch that was on the side and also

a circular grilled window that was on the upper window which

we felt really didn't have a relationship to either what we

were doing or the original house. So we're making

adjustments to try to address the issues that you're raising.

MS. ANAHTAR: I think I agree with what they said.

-- separation and -- in general.

MS. O'MALLEY: I was just curious. Have you

considered having the addition attached, located so that the

height is attached on the side rather than on the end?

MR. STEWART: We looked at many alternatives on how

to make that connection. Part of the reason that we
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connected it the way that we did was so that we could have

minimal impact on the existing building without having to

effect its existing roof line. Now, we felt that maintaining

the gable roof with the existing, the existing house was

important. So connecting it at the narrowest point of the

addition was the best way to minimize the impact on the

existing house. And it also fit the site better that way.

It gave us a bigger side yard, fairly setback from

Brookeville Road.

MR. BURSTYN: I think it looks nice --

MR. STEWART: Thank you.

MS. VELASQUEZ: I agree with the staff report. I

think it's just one of the best proposals we've seen in a

long time because it certainly complies with the Secretary of

Interior standards. It thoroughly differentiates itself --

but it speaks for itself without overwhelming the beautiful

historic resource. I do agree with the idea about opening or

doing something different with the windows on the second

floor on the side. I think it's all nice on top and all the

heaviness on, I mean all the glass on the bottom, all the

heaviness on the top is going to look pretty top heavy. And

I think that could be - other than that I think you've got a

very good thing going. I guess the next thing we're going to

do is proceed to a HAWP.

MR. STEWART: Thank you.
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MS. VELASQUEZ: Thank you for coming. And

congratulations for a beautiful job.

MR. STEWART: Thank you very much.

MS. MORGENSTEIN: Thank you.

MS. VELASQUEZ: And Dr. Morgenstein, we appreciate

you paying for it all. Okay. The next thing on the agenda

are the minutes of July 9.

MS. O'MALLEY: I move that we accept the minutes.

MS. VELASQUEZ: Minutes are approved. Any

Commission items?

MR. FULLER: Question on the minutes. I hate to

admit it, but I don't always read these. Can these be

published on the web rather than having to ruin trees?

somewhere?

MS. VELASQUEZ: Well, we want to keep these

MS. WRIGHT: Well --

MR. FULLER: I'm talking about distributing them

just in our package is not --

MS. WRIGHT: I have to tell you to be perfectly

frank, it is easier for us. We don't get them on a disk. We

can explore if they can give them to us on a disk. If we can

get them on a disk it is much, much more for us to xerox than

to scan all this information.

MR. FULLER: -- to scan, but somebody must --

MS. WRIGHT: The court reporter. I mean we can ask

S' i
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address:

Resource:

16 Newlands Street Meeting Date: 1/28/04

Contributing Resource Report Date: 1/21/04
Chevy Chase Village Historic District

Review: Revised HAWP Public Notice: 11/14/03

Case Number: 35/13-03Y Tax Credit: No

Applicant: Dr. Robert and Susan Morgenstein Staff: Joey Lampl

PROPOSAL: Revisions to Hyphen in Addition

RECOMMEND: Approval

BACKGROUND

The original project for a large addition to this house went through Preliminary Consultation on August 13, 2003.
The Historic Area Work Permit (HAWP) for the project was approved on December 3, 2003. When the drawings
came in to be stamped for HPC approval, a change was noted to the glass hyphen that had not been indicated at
the December P HPC hearing. That change is described both in the attachment prepared by the applicants'
agent (See Circlefjg0rand by staff's summation of the proposed revision followed by pertinent drawings. (See
Circles&W

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE: Contributing Resource
STYLE: Dutch Colonial Revival
DATE: By 1912

16 Newlands is a Contributing Resource within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District. The approved project
includes the addition of a two-bay glass hyphen and a large, stucco-surfaced two-story block to the rear of the
house for a kitchen/family room and master bedroom suite.

REVISED PROPOSAL

The revised HAWP application proposes to add four feet to the west, or driveway side, of the first floor of the
hyphen. The 4-foot glazed-wall, one-story vestibule will house an inward-swinging door and adjacent window
wall and will be covered in a shed membrane roof. The reason for this revision is that the applicant wishes to
provide for a future interior elevator in the hyphen, at the approximate location of the steps (marked on Circle
IaU. The applicant wants the ability to access that elevator on grade, in an easy manner, without the addition of
an exterior ramp.

STAFF DISCUSSION

The following guidelines pertain to this project:

0



According to the Approved and Adopted Amendment to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation in
Montgomery County, Maryland: Chevy Chase Village, Historic District — Expansion, 1998:

1. Preserving the integrity of the proposed Chevy Chase Village Historic District. Any alterations should, at a minimum,
perpetuate the ability to perceive the sense of time and place portrayed by the district.
2. Design review emphasis should be restricted to changes that will be visible from the front or side public right-of-way, or that
would be visible in the absence of vegetation or landscaping.
3. Major additions should, where feasible, be placed to the rear of the existing structure so that they are less visible from the
public right-of-way ....
4. Roofing materials should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they are visible from the public right-of-way, lenient scrutiny if
they are not. In general, materials differing from the original should be approved for contributing resources ....
6. Windows (including window replacement) should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they are visible from the public right-
of-way, lenient scrutiny if they are not.

And the Secretary of the Interior's Standard for Rehabilitation (No. 9):

9. New additions ...will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The
new work shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and
proportions, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment.

Staff presented the proposed revision to the HAWP at the January 14, 2004 HPC meeting. A few of the
Commissioners were concerned that the applicant had not informed staff of the hyphen change in advance of
submitting the drawings for stamping. The Commissioners felt that the applicant would be best served by
explaining the elevator needs directly to the Commission and by getting a clearer understanding of the specificity
of the Commission's approval.

The following statistics help quantify the change to the hyphen and its relation to the original house and rear
addition:

The original, first-floor hyphen was 14 feet wide.
That hyphen's width represented 37% of the main block of the original house (not including the non-original
study) and 47% of the stucco addition. The pattern was A (37.6 feet) B (14 feet) and C (30 feet).

The revised first-floor hyphen is proposed to be 18 feet wide.
That revised hyphen's width represents 48% of the main block of the original house (not including the non-
original study) and 60% of the stucco addition. The revised pattern is A (37.6 feet) B (18 feet) and C (30 feet).

The east wall of the original hyphen left exposed 14 feet of the original stucco main block on the back wall, or
37% of the main block's overall width.
This remains unchanged in the plan for the revised hyphen.

The west wall of the original hyphen left exposed 8.6 feet of the original stucco main block on the back wall, or
23% of its overall width.
The proposed hyphen's west wall leaves exposed 4.6 feet of the original stucco main block, or 12% of its overall
width.

The approval at the December 3, 2003 HPC meeting of the change from a three-bay hyphen to a two-bay hyphen
`squeezed' the hyphen more than its ideal proportions because of the setback issue at the Brookeville Road corner
of the lot. The Commission approved that change in order to accommodate the quirks of the site. The subject
request for a widening of the hyphen — in conjunction with the ̀ squeezed' hyphen- has the effect of diluting the
hyphen from its ideal proportions, making it both narrower and squatter in proportions. The problem with the
revised hyphen affects primarily the west side of the hyphen, at the vestibule site, since there are only 4.6 feet
that remain exposed on the rear wall of the main stucco block of the original house.

X I141;



This being said, however, staff visited the site with the Chevy Chase Guidelines and the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation in mind, and tried to visualize the proposed revision from Newlands Street
— the affected side. In staff's opinion, the extra four feet of the hyphen may not be all that noticeably different
from the original hyphen width, given the existing side yard setbacks between 16 Newlands and its neighbor to
the west and the house's placement on its triangular lot. The view, in other words, to the proposed hyphen and
addition is an oblique one. Staff feels that the proposed hyphen, therefore, still meets Chevy Chase Guidelines
Nos. 2 and 3 in being only minimally more visible from the street than the design that had been approved at the
December 3, 2003 meeting. Had the extra four feet been added to the Brookeville Road side of the property, the
change would have been significant, with a great reduction in the "feeling" of the hyphen as a link, and a denial
of the change may very well have been appropriate.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Commission approve the HAWP application as being consistent with Chapter 24A-
8(b) 2:

The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological,
architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic
resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the purposes
of this chapter

And the general condition that the applicant shall present the 3 permit sets of drawings to HPC staff for review
and stamping prior to submission for permits, if applicable, and after issuance of the Montgomery County
Department of Permitting Services (DPS) permit, the applicant will arrange for a field inspection by calling the
DPS Field Services Office at (240) 777-6210 or online at www.permits.emontgomer~org prior to
commencement of work and not more than two weeks following completion of work.

0



Facade, 16 Newlands
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View from Newlands Street
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View from corner of Newlands and Brookeville Roads
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HEARING OF THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY
HISTORIC PREVENTION COMMISSION
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND

10

IN THE MATTER OF 16 NEWLAND, STAFF ITEMS
PROPOSED ELEVATOR AND 9015
FIRST AVENUE, WOODSIDE HISTORIC
DISTRICT, REAR ADDITION
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - X

A hearing in the above-entitled matter was held on

January 14, 2004, commencing at 8:22 p.m. in the Maryland-

National Capital Park and Planning Building, 8787 Georgia

Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910, before:

SUSAN VELASQUEZ

Hearing Examiner.

KIMBERLY WILLIAMS

Commissioner

JULIA O=MALLEY

Commissioner

LEE BURSTYN

Commissioner

JEF FULLER

Commissioner

STEVEN BRESLIN

Commissioner

NURAY ANAHTAR

Commissioner

HE



APPEARANCES

GWEN WRIGHT, Staff

ANNE FOTHERGILL, Staff

MICHELLE NARU, Staff

JOEY LAMPL, Staff
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Lfn 3

1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 GWEN WRIGHT: Okay, we do have a couple of staff

3 items. Some information was passed out to you and this has to

4 do with minor revisions to the historic area work permits. We

5 have two cases and we really need to know, essentially, these

6 cases, whether you want this to come back to the. Commission as a

7 hearing or if it=s something you feel can be approved on Staff

8 level. They=re big enough changes that Staff is not sure what

9 to do and that=s why we=re coming to you in this format.

10 The first one is Joey Lampl has a case at 16 Newlands. We

11 received a handout that looks like this and, Joey, if you could

12 just describe it briefly.

13 JOEY LAMPL: The page just itemizes the three

14 changes, it=s not three, it=s just one change broken down. The

15 owners wanted the option for a future elevator in the hyphen.

16 Does everyone remember this case, 16 Newlands? That elevator

17 was not mentioned in the hearing on December 17th or to me and

18 it was news to me. So, when the plans came in for stamping, the

19 architects had reduced the length of the hyphen to eight feet,

20 which we had all seen, which was past out at the past meeting,

21 but that cramped the interior space for an elevator so the

22 drawings that came in have a hyphen that=s four feet wider than

23 what was approved.

24 It=s a relatively minor change but because hyphens are

25 important in separating original building massing from sizable

O
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1 new additions, the hyphen itself, if you look on the second

2 slide, originally came in at 14' feet wide and came in with sun

3 shades, three separate sunshades. Then, what was passed out,

4 going back to the third sheet, was a reduced length of the

5 hyphen. It went from three bays down to two and we all approved

6 that. But there was not much discussion beyond the shortening

7 of the hyphen. What came in to be stamped was a wider hyphen.

8 You=11 see it in site plan A0.0 where it says 18' feet. See

9 that? And then the next drawing, A2.1 shows that first floor

10 plan. It doesn=t show the elevator necessarily but it shows the

11 door swinging in and the wider hyphen and then the other

12 significant change is that instead of the sun shade there=s now

13 a solid roof which is shown in drawing A7.0 with a slight shed

14 to it. So there=s a little one story roof coming out over.this

15 entrance that pops out four feet and a second story with the

16 glass hyphen remains the same. I ask the architect to render it

17 and you can see those renderings in the last two pages.

18 So, staff just wanted to know the Commission=s feeling

19 before stamping the drawings.

20 JEF FULLER: Personally, I don=t have problem.with

21 the wider hyphen but if they add the elevator, is that going to

22 be totally interior so the glass wall will still be there from

23 the exterior?

24 JOEY LAMPL: Yes. And they want no ramping,

25 everything is-interior.

0
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1 GWEN WRIGHT: But you have to understand, we would

2 have no control over that.

3 JEF FULLER: I understand it but I=m saying --

4 GWEN WRIGHT: Because if a subsequent said, gee, I

5 want to put in an elevator in the middle of the glass hyphen,

6 they could do that because it=s an interior change.

7 JEF FULLER: But, from my perspective, the glass, if

8 they wanted to take the glass out, they=d have to come back?

9 GWEN WRIGHT: Yes, but if they put a wall down the

10 middle of the hyphen that blocks the hyphen and does make it

11 glassy.

12 JEF FULLER: But if they put in --

13 GWEN WRIGHT: They could do that without HPC review.

14 JEF FULLER: They could do that with screens or

15 blinds or anything else too?

16 GWEN WRIGHT: Right.

17 SUSAN VELASQUEZ: I don=t have any problem with it,

18 how about everybody else?

19 STEVEN BRESLIN: Did you catch it?

20 JOEY LAMPL: I caught.it.

21 STEVEN BRESLIN: They didn=t volunteer this change?

22 JOEY LAMPL: Not at all.

23 STEVEN BRESLIN: That=s kind of disturbing.

24 JOEY LAMPL: You know what? It happens a lot.

25 Where a staff, it happens a lot.
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1 GWEN WRIGHT: This is a pretty significant change.

2 It really makes it much less hyphen-like. We=re making it

3 squatter and wider and it is feeling less hyphen-like. So, I

4 think the question is, do you want them to come back?, Is this

5 something you all need to take action on or is this something we

6 should approve?

7 STEVEN BRESLIN: If it was something conscious that

8 they did and brought to you, I feel differently than if it were

9 something they tried to sneak by and think it was worth telling

10 everybody about. Maybe it=s a significant change.

11 JOEY LAMPL: What=s curious is that they did call me

12 and ask about re-roofing the entire house in a synthetic

13 material where they=d have to come back and I explained to them

14 very carefully that every change that is different from what it

15 was approved at the meeting, has to come back. And then they

16 came in with these plans. So, I think it=s, I don=t know their

17 motivation. I don=t understand.

18 KIMBERLY WILLIAMS: I think we should have them come

19 back.

20 SUSAN VELASQUES: I agree. I think that we need to

21 feel that each applicant is up front with us.

22 JOEY LAMPL: Okay.

23 SUSAN VELASQUES: I think we should ask them to come

24 back in with us.

25 JOEY LAMPL: Okay.

00-
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1 SUSAN VELASQUES: And we can ask them then if they

2 have any further changes that we should be aware of.

3 GWEN WRIGHT: Anne has a somewhat similar issue on

4 the case that looks like this.

5 ANNE FOTHERGILL: In this case, it=s 9015 First

6 Avenue in the Woodside Historic district and there are changes

7 to the addition that they are adding to the rear of the house

8 and you can see from the two drawings, the approved addition and

9 the change they are proposing, which is to bring that second

10 floor flush to the first floor in the back so that they can have

11 another bathroom in the second floor. They did come to us on

12 this. This isn=t something that they tried to sneak through.

13 But we are just concerned since it is a difference, I believe,

14 from seven feet to twelve feet. The five foot addition, I

15 think.

16 GWEN WRIGHT: They also said there were some

17 structural reasons that it came up as they were developing their

18 plans. Their contractor was explaining some structural issues

19 and said it would be easier to just have the walls flush but, it

20 adds square footage to the addition that you all approved. It

21 is a, you know, again a significant change in a project that was

22 very carefully reviewed by you all. We=re not necessarily

23 saying it=s horrible but the question is, should it come back to

24 you at a public meeting or should we approve it on a staff

25 level?
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Ms. Joey Lampl
MNCPP-Historic Preservation
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20901

RE: "01/19/04 memo

2Page(s) hcluding cover page

Attached is a memo for historic area work permit.

Deshon R. Wellington for ris
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January 19, 2004

Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission

1109 Spring Street, Suite 801

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Dear Commissioners:

The purpose of this letter is to explain the proposed amendments to an approved Historic Area

Work Permit #324579.

The approved HAWP permit allowed for a hyphen of 3 or 2 bays. In order to meet the side yard

setback the hyphen was shortened to 2 bays. During the revision of the hyphen, there were

some elements of the floor plan that ended up being clumsy. The floor level of the ground floor is

approximately 3 feet above grade. The original 3 bay hyphen scheme had 1 exterior door and a

set of exterior steps. It is the client's desire to add an elevator in the future when they can no

longer physically navigate the stairs. In order to access the elevator, another door would have to

be added in the hyphen at grade level. The client's did not want to incorporate an exterior ramp

into the design. The wider hyphen was able to accommodate the elevator vestibule and leave an

84t. wide entry area and exterior stair.

Revising the hyphen to 8-ft. will mean that the exterior stair will have to be revised to be 4-11t. wide

when the elevator is installed. We felt that the 4-ft. wide stair is too diminutive for the elevation.

We want to move the stairs to the inside of the hyphen and revise the depth from 14-ft to 18-ft. for

the ground floor to accommodate a vestibule at the entry. This will also mean that we will only

have 1 exterior door even when the elevator is installed. The second floor of the hyphen would

remain at 14-ft. The exterior elevation of the hyphen would still have a glass door and glass

sidelites. From an aesthetic point of view, we prefer the narrower hyphen because it is less

prominent and appears more like a connector between the 2 gambrel roof volumes

Sin ly,

D le A. Stewart

core group, pe Peter F. Hapstak tll, AIA, IIDA, ISP 1010 wisoonsin ave nw sulte 405 It 202.466.6116 a gen®eoredc.com

Dale A. Stewart, AIA washington. do 20007 f 202.466.6235 w coredc.com
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16 Newlands

Summary of Changes between 12/17/03 HPC approval and plans submitted for stamping_

1. Owners wanted option for future elevator in hyphen.

2. When architects reduced length of hyphen to 8 feet (to accommodate setback issue at
rear of lot), the interior area became cramped for future elevator.

3. Owners didn't want ramps on the outside of their house. They wanted to go right into
hyphen and have access for future elevator. To do so, it meant expanding the width of
the hyphen by 4 feet on the ground floor only. Architects redesigned four feet expansion
with solid roof instead of sunscreen, with low pitch for drainage.
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Address:

Resource:

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

16 Newlands Street Meeting Date: 1/28/04

Contributing Resource Report Date: 1/21/04
Chevy Chase Village Historic District

Review: Revised HAWP Public Notice:. 11/14/03

Case Number: 35/13-03Y Tax Credit: No

Applicant: Dr. Robert and Susan Morgenstein Staff: Joey Lampl

PROPOSAL: Revisions to Hyphen in Addition

RECOMMEND: Approval

BACKGROUND

The original project for large addition to this house went through Preliminary Consultation on August 13, 2003.
The Historic Area Work Permit (HAWP) for the project was approved on December 3, 2003. When the drawings
came in to be stamped for HPC approval, a change was noted to the glass hyphen that had not been indicated at
the December P HPC hearing. That change is described both in the attachment prepared by the applicants'
agent (See Circlet q j -and by staff's summation of the proposed revision followed by pertinent drawings. (See
CirclesgnW

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE: Contributing Resource
STYLE: Dutch Colonial Revival
DATE: By 1912

16 Newlands is a Contributing Resource within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District. The approved project
includes the addition of a two-bay glass hyphen and a large, stucco-surfaced two-story block to the rear of the
house for a kitchen/family room and master bedroom suite.

REVISED PROPOSAL

The revised HAWP application proposes to add four feet to the west, or driveway side, of the first floor of the
hyphen. The 4-foot glazed-wall, one-story vestibule will house an inward-swinging door and adjacent window
wall and will be covered in a shed membrane roof. The reason for this revision is that the applicant wishes to
provide for a future interior elevator in the hyphen, at the approximate location of the steps (marked on Circle

ALJ. The applicant wants the ability to access that elevator on grade, in an easy manner, without the addition of
an exterior ramp.

STAFF DISCUSSION
r~

The following guidelines pertain to this project:

0



According to the Approved and Adopted Amendment to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation in
Montgomery County, Maryland: Chevy Chase Village, Historic District Expansion, 1998:

1. Preserving the integrity of the proposed Chevy Chase Village Historic District. Any alterations should, at a minimum,
perpetuate the ability to perceive the sense of time and place portrayed by the district.
2. Design review emphasis should be restricted to changes that will be visible from the front or side public right-of-way, or that
would be visible in the absence of vegetation or landscaping.
3. Major additions should, where feasible, be placed to the rear of the existing structure so that they are less visible from the
public right-of-way ....
4. Roofmg materials should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they are visible from the public right-of-way, lenient scrutiny.if
they are not. In general, materials differing from the original should be approved for contributing resources ....
6. Windows (including window replacement) should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they are visible from the public right-
of-way, lenient scrutiny if they are not.

And the Secretary of the Interior's Standard for Rehabilitation (No. 9):

9. New additions ...will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The

new work shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and
proportions, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment.

Staff presented the proposed revision to the HAWP at the January 14, 2004 HPC meeting. A few of the
Commissioners were concerned that the applicant had not informed staff of the hyphen change in advance of
submitting the drawings for stamping. The Commissioners felt that the applicant would be best served by
explaining the elevator needs directly to the Commission and by getting a clearer understanding of the specificity

of the Commission's approval.

The following statistics help quantify the change to the hyphen and its relation to the original house and rear

addition:

The original, first-floor hyphen was 14 feet wide..
That hyphen's width represented 37% of the main block of the original house (not including the non-original

study) and 47% of the stucco addition. The pattern was A (37.6 feet) B (14 feet) and C (30 feet).

The revised first-floor hyphen is proposed to be 18 feet wide.
That revised hyphen's width represents 48% of the main block of the original house (not including the non-

original study) and 60% of the stucco addition. The revised pattern is A (37.6 feet) B (18 feet) and C (30 feet).

The east wall of the original hyphen left exposed 14 feet of the original stucco main block on the back wall, or
37% of the main block's overall width.
This remains unchanged in the plan for the revised hyphen.

The west wall of the original hyphen left exposed 8.6 feet of the original stucco main block on the back wall, or,

23% of its overall width.
The proposed hyphen's west wall leaves exposed 4.6 feet of the original stucco main block, or 12% of its overall

width.

The approval at the December 3, 2003 HPC meeting of the change from a three-bay hyphen to a two-bay hyphen

`squeezed' the hyphen more than its ideal proportions because of the setback issue at the Brookeville Road corner

of the lot. The Commission approved that change in order to accommodate the quirks of the site. The subject

request for a widening of the hyphen — in conjunction with the ̀ squeezed' hyphen- has the effect of diluting the

hyphen from its ideal proportions, making it both narrower and squatter in proportions. The problem with the

revised hyphen affects primarily the west side of the hyphen, at the vestibule site, since there are only 4.6 feet

that remain exposed on the rear wall of the main stucco block of the original house.

C



This being said, however, staff visited the site with the Chevy Chase Guidelines and the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation in mind, and tried to visualize the proposed revision from Newlands Street
— the affected side. In staff's opinion, the extra four feet of the hyphen may not be all that noticeably different
from the original hyphen width, given the existing side yard setbacks between 16 Newlands and its neighbor to
the west and the house's placement on its triangular lot. The view, in other words, to the proposed hyphen and
addition is an oblique one. Staff feels that the proposed hyphen, therefore, still meets Chevy Chase Guidelines
Nos. 2 and 3 in being only minimally more visible from the street than the design that had been approved at the
December 3, 2003 meeting. Had the extra four feet been added to the Brookeville Road side of the property, the
change would have been significant, with a great reduction in the "feeling" of the hyphen as a link, and a denial
of the change may very well have been appropriate.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Commission approve the HAWP application as being consistent with Chapter 24A-
8(b) 2:

The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological,
architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic
resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the purposes
of this chapter

And the general condition that the applicant shall present the 3 permit sets of drawings to HPC staff for review
and stamping prior to submission for permits, if applicable, and after issuance of the Montgomery County
Department of Permitting Services (DPS) permit, the applicant will arrange for a field inspection by calling the
DPS Field Services Office at (240) 777-6210 or online at www.permits.emontgomer~org prior to
commencement of work and not more than two weeks following completion of work.

0
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HEARING OF THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY
HISTORIC PREVENTION COMMISSION
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND

R.

IN THE MATTER OF 16 NEWLAND, STAFF ITEMS
PROPOSED ELEVATOR AND 9015
FIRST AVENUE, WOODSIDE HISTORIC
DISTRICT, REAR ADDITION
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - X

A hearing in the above-entitled.matter was held on

January 14, 2004, commencing at 8:22 p.m. in the Maryland-

National Capital Park and Planning Building, 8787 Georgia

Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910, before:

SUSAN VELASQUEZ

Hearing Examiner

KIMBERLY WILLIAMS

Commissioner

JULIA O=MALLEY

Commissioner

LEE BURSTYN

Commissioner

JEF FULLER

Commissioner

STEVEN BRESLIN

Commissioner

NURAY ANAHTAR

Commissioner



APPEARANCES

GWEN WRIGHT, Staff

ANNE FOTHERGILL, Staff

MICHELLE NARU, Staff

JOEY LAMPL, Staff
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

3

2 GWEN WRIGHT: Okay, we do have a couple of staff

3 items. Some information was passed out to you and this has to

4 do with minor revisions.to the historic area work permits. We

5 have two cases and we really need to know, essentially, these

6 cases, whether you want this to come back to the Commission as a

7 hearing or if it=s something you feel can be approved on Staff

8 level. They=re big enough changes that Staff is not sure what

9 to do and that=s why we=re coming to you in this format.

10 The first one is Joey Lampl has a case at 16 Newlands. We

11 received a handout that looks like this and, Joey, if you could

12 just.describe it briefly.

13 JOEY LAMPL: The page just itemizes the three

14 changes,. it=s not three, it=s just one change broken down. The

15 owners wanted the option for a future elevator in the hyphen.

16 Does everyone remember this case, 16 Newlands? That elevator

17 was not mentioned in the hearing on December 17th or to me and

18 it was news to me. So, when the plans came in for stamping, the

19 architects had reduced the length of the hyphen to eight feet,

20 which we had all seen, which was past out at the past meeting,

21 but that cramped the interior space for an elevator so the

22 drawings that came in have a hyphen that=s four feet wider than

23 what was approved.

24 It=s a relatively minor change but because hyphens are

25 important in separating original building massing from sizable

rel
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1 new additions, the hyphen itself, if you look on the second

2 slide, originally came in at 14' feet wide and came in with sun

3 shades, three separate sun shades. Then, what was passed out,

4 going back to the third sheet, was a reduced length of the

5 hyphen. It went from three bays down to two and we all approved

6 that. But there was not much discussion beyond the shortening

7 of the hyphen. What came in to be stamped was a wider hyphen.

8 You=11 see. it in site plan A0.0 where it says 18' feet. See

9 that? And -then the next drawing, A2.1 shows that first floor

10 plan. It doesn=t show the elevator necessarily but it shows the

11 door swinging in and the wider hyphen and then the other

12 significant change is that instead of.the sun shade there=s now

13 a solid roof which is shown in drawing A7.0 with a slight shed

14 to it. So there=s a little one story roof coming out over this

15 entrance that pops out four feet and a second story with the

16 glass hyphen remains the same. I ask the architect to render it

17 and you can see those renderings in the last two pages.

18 So, staff just wanted to know the Commission=s feeling

19 before stamping the drawings.

20 JEF FULLER: Personally, I don=t have problem with

21 the wider hyphen but if they add the elevator, is that going to

22 be totally interior so the glass wall will still be there from

23 the exterior?

24 JOEY LAMPL: Yes. IAnd they want no ramping,

25 everything is interior.
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1 GWEN WRIGHT: But you have to understand, we would

2 have no control over that.

3 JEF FULLER: I understand it but I=m saying --

4 GWEN WRIGHT: Because if a subsequent said, gee, I

5 want to put in an elevator in the middle of the glass hyphen,

6 they could do that because it=s an interior change.

7 JEF FULLER: But, from my perspective, the glass, if

8 they wanted to take the glass out, they=d have to come back?

9 GWEN WRIGHT: Yes, but if they put a wall down the

10 middle of the hyphen that blocks the hyphen and does make it

11 glassy.

12 JEF FULLER: But if they put in --

13 GWEN WRIGHT: They could do that without HPC review.

14 JEF FULLER: They could do that with screens or

15 blinds or anything else too?

16 GWEN WRIGHT: Right.

17 .SUSAN VELASQUEZ I don=t have any problem with it,

18 how about everybody else?

19 STEVEN BRESLIN: Did you catch it?

20 JOEY LAMPL: I caught it.

21 STEVEN BRESLIN: They didn=t volunteer this change?

22 JOEY LAMPL: Not at all.

23 STEVEN BRESLIN: That=s kind of disturbing.

24 JOEY LAMPL: You know what? It happens a lot.

25 Where a staff, it happens a lot.
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25

GWEN WRIGHT: This is a pretty significant change.

It really makes it much less hyphen-like. We=re making it

squatter and wider and it is feeling less hyphen-like. So, I

think the question is, do you want them to come back? Is this

something you all need to take action on or is this something we

should approve?

STEVEN BRESLIN: If it was something conscious that

they did and brought to you, I feel differently than if it were

something they tried to sneak by and think it was worth telling

everybody about. Maybe it=s a significant change.

JOEY LAMPL: What=s curious is that they did call me

and ask about re-roofing the entire house in a synthetic

material where they=d have to comeback and I explained to them

very carefully that every change that is different from what it

was approved at the meeting, has to come back. And then they

came in with these plans. So, I think it=s, I don=t know their

motivation. I don=t understand.

KIMBERLY WILLIAMS: I think we should have them come

back.

SUSAN VELASQUES: I agree. I think that we need to

feel that each applicant is up front with us.

JOEY LAMPL: Okay.

SUSAN VELASQUES: I think we should ask them to come

back in with us.

JOEY LAMPL: Okay.
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l SUSAN VELASQUES: And we can ask them then if they

2 have any further changes that we should be aware of.

3 GWEN WRIGHT: Anne has a somewhat similar issue on

4 the case that looks like this.

5 ANNE FOTHERGILL: In this case, it=s 9015 First

6 Avenue in the Woodside Historic district and.there are changes

7 to the addition that.they are adding to the rear of the .house

8 and you can see from the two drawings, the approved addition and

9 the change they are proposing, which is to bring that second

10 floor flush to the first floor in the back so that they.can.have

11 another bathroom in the second floor. They did come to us on

12 this. This isn=t something that they tried to sneak through.

13 But we are just concerned since it is a difference, I believe,

14 from seven feet to twelve feet. The five foot addition, I

15 think.

16 GWEN WRIGHT: They also said there were some

17 structural reasons that it came up as they were developing their

18 plans. Their contractor was explaining some structural issues

19 and said it would be easier to just have the walls flush but, it

20 adds square footage to the addition that you all approved. It

21 is a, you know, again a significant change in a project that was

2.2 very carefully reviewed by you all. We=re not necessarily

23 saying it=s horrible but the question is, should it come back to

24 you at a public meeting or should we approve it on a staff

25 level?

n~~)
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19 January 2004

3:20 PM

03016.00 Morgenstein Residence

F 301-563-3412

7 301-563-3400

Ms. Joey Lamp]
MNCPP-Historic Preservation
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring. MD 20901

RE: "01/19/04 memo

2Page(s) including cover page

Attached is a memo for historic area work permit.

Deshon R. Wellington for ris
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January 19, 2004

Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission

1109 Spring Street, Suite 801

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Dear Commissioners:

The purpose of this letter is to explain the proposed amendments to an approved Historic Area

Work Permit #324579.

The approved HAWP permit allowed for a hyphen of 3 or 2 bays. In order to meet the side yard

setback the hyphen was shortened to 2 bays. During the revision of the hyphen, there were

some elements of the floor plan that ended up being clumsy. The floor level of the ground floor is

approximately 3 feet above grade. The original 3 bay hyphen scheme had 1 exterior door and a

set of exterior steps. It is the client's desire to add an elevator in the future when they can no

longer physically navigate the stairs. In order to access the elevator, another door would have to

be added in the hyphen at grade level. The client's did not want to incorporate an exterior ramp

into the design. The wider hyphen was able to accommodate the elevator vestibule and leave an

8-ft. wide entry area and exterior stair.

Revising the hyphen to 8-ft. will mean that the exterior stair will have to be revised to. be O4 wide

when the elevator is installed. We felt that the 4-ft, wide stair is too diminutive for the elevation.

We want to move the stairs to the inside of the hyphen and revise the depth from 14-ft to 18-ft. for

the ground floor to accommodate a vestibule at the entry. This will also mean that we will only

have 1 exterior door even when the elevator is installed. The second floor of the hyphen would
remain at 14-ft. The exterior elevation of the hyphen would still have a glass door and glass
sidelites. From an aesthetic point of view, we prefer the narrower hyphen because it is less

prominent and appears more like a connector between the 2 gambrel roof volumes

Sin ly,

D le A. Stewart

core group, pe Peter F. Hapstak 111, AIA, IIDA, ISP 1 D10 wisconsin ave nw suite 405 It 202.466.6116 a gen®eoredc.com
Dale A. Stewart, AIA washington, do 20D07 f 202.466.6235 w coredc.com

0



16 Newlands

Summary of Changes between 12/17/03 HPC approval and plans submitted for stamping:

1. Owners wanted option for future elevator in hyphen.

2. When architects reduced length of hyphen to 8 feet (to accommodate setback issue at
rear of lot), the interior area became cramped for future elevator.

3. Owners didn't want ramps on the outside of their house. They wanted to go right into
hyphen and have access for future elevator. To do so, it meant expanding the width of
the hyphen by 4 feet on the ground floor only. Architects redesigned four feet expansion

with solid roof instead of sunscreen, with low pitch for drainage.
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MEMO TO THE FILE:

I called Ramon Santos at Core 1/15/04 regarding 16 Newlands

Told him that some of the Commissioners did not seem concerned about the design
changes to the hyphen. Other Commissioners were disturbed that they hadn't known
about the design change or that staff had not been alerted to it.

Told him that some may have concerns about the hyphen being "watered" down. No
longer as long and now wider. Told him that this was Gwen's concern.

Told him that the Chair had asked that everything the owner contemplated be put on the
table now.

He inquired about replacing shutters. I told him as long as everything was complete
replacement in kind (like materials, louvered or paneled, operability, etc.) then it would
be considered "routine maintenance." I said no plastic shutters. Then he said owner was
interested in changing porch railing to plastic. I reiterated that we had approved wood.
That the railing had to be wood. That the Commission would not approve anything
plastic in Chevy Chase, that owner had to understand that. Painting and taking care of an
old house is expected in Chevy Chase.

He needed to impress upon them that they could not make incremental changes that little
by little changed the nature of the approved design.
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16 Newlands

Summary of Changes between 12/17/03 HPC approval and plans submitted for stamping:

1. Owners wanted option for future elevator in hyphen.

2. When architects reduced length of hyphen to 8 feet (to accommodate setback issue at
rear of lot), the interior area became cramped for future elevator.

3. Owners didn't want ramps on the outside of their house. They wanted to go right into
hyphen and have access for future elevator. To do so, it meant expanding the width of
the hyphen by 4 feet on the ground floor only. Architects redesigned four feet expansion
with solid roof instead of sunscreen, with low pitch for drainage.
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HEARING OF THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY

HISTORIC PREVENTION COMMISSION

MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X

IN THE MATTER OF 16 NEWLAND, STAFF ITEMS

PROPOSED ELEVATOR AND 9015

FIRST AVENUE, WOODSIDE HISTORIC

DISTRICT, REAR ADDITION
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X

A hearing in the above-entitled matter was held on

January 14, 2004, commencing at 8:22 p.m. in the Maryland-

National Capital Park and Planning Building, 8787 Georgia

Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910, before:

SUSAN VELASQUEZ

Hearing Examiner

KIMBERLY WILLIAMS

Commissioner

JULIA O=MALLEY

Commissioner

LEE BURSTYN

Commissioner

JEF FULLER

Commissioner

STEVEN BRESLIN

Commissioner

NURAY ANAHTAR

Commissioner



APPEARANCES

GWEN WRIGHT, Staff

ANNE FOTHERGILL, Staff

MICHELLE NARU, Staff

JOEY LAMPL, Staff
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P R O C E E D I N G S

GWEN WRIGHT: Okay, we do have a couple of staff

items. Some information was passed out to you and this has to

do with minor revisions to the historic area work permits. We

have two cases and we really need to know, essentially, these

cases, whether you want this to come back to the Commission as a

hearing or if it=s something you feel can be approved on Staff

level. They=re big enough changes that Staff is not sure what

to do and that=s why we=re coming to you in this format.

The first one is Joey Lampl has a case at 16 Newlands. We

received a handout that looks like this and, Joey, if you could

just describe it briefly.

JOEY LAMPL: The page just itemizes the three

changes, it=s not three, it=s just one change broken down. The

owners wanted the option for a future elevator in the hyphen.

Does everyone remember this case, 16 Newlands? That elevator

was not mentioned in the hearing on December 17th or to me and

it was news to me. So, when the plans came in for stamping, the

architects had reduced the length of the hyphen to eight feet,

which we had all seen, which was past out at the past meeting,

but that cramped the interior space for an elevator so the

drawings that came in have a hyphen that=s four feet wider than

what was approved.

It=s a relatively minor change but because hyphens are

important in separating original building massing from sizable
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1 new additions, the hyphen itself, if you look on the second

2 slide, originally came in at 14' feet wide and came in with sun

3 shades, three separate sun shades. Then, what was passed out,

4 going back to the third sheet, was a reduced length of the

5 hyphen. It went from three bays down to two and we all approved

6 that. But there was not much discussion beyond the shortening

7 of the hyphen. What came in to be stamped was a wider hyphen.

8 You=11 see it in site plan A0.0 where it says 18' feet. See

9 that? And then the next drawing, A2.1 shows that first floor

10 plan. It doesn=t show the elevator necessarily but it shows the

11 door swinging in and the wider hyphen and then the other

12 significant change is that instead of the sun shade there=s now

13 a solid roof which is shown in drawing A7.0 with a slight shed

14 to it. So there=s a little one story roof coming out over this

15 entrance that pops out four feet and a second story with the

16 glass hyphen remains the same. I ask the architect to render it

17 and you can see those renderings in the last two pages.

18 So, staff just wanted to know the Commission=s feeling

19 before stamping the drawings.

20 JEF FULLER: Personally, I don=t have problem with

21 the wider hyphen but if they add the elevator, is that going to

22 be totally interior so the glass wall will still be there from

23 the exterior?

24 JOEY LAMPL: Yes. And they want no ramping,

25 everything is interior.
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GWEN WRIGHT: But you have to understand, we would

have no control over that.

JEF FULLER: I understand it but I=m saying --

GWEN WRIGHT: Because if a subsequent said, gee, I

want to put in an elevator in the middle of the glass hyphen,

they could do that because it=s an interior change.

JEF FULLER: But, from my perspective, the glass, if

they wanted to take the glass out, they=d have to come back?

GWEN WRIGHT: Yes, but if they put a wall down the

middle of the hyphen that blocks the hyphen and does make it

glassy.

JEF FULLER: But if they put in --

GWEN WRIGHT: They could do that without HPC review.

JEF FULLER: They could do that with screens or

blinds or anything else too?

GWEN WRIGHT: Right.

SUSAN VELASQUEZ: I don=t have any problem with it,

how about everybody else?

STEVEN BRESLIN: Did you catch it?

JOEY LAMPL: I caught it.

STEVEN BRESLIN: They didn=t.volunteer this change?

JOEY LAMPL: Not at all.

STEVEN BRESLIN: That=s kind of disturbing.

JOEY LAMPL: You know what? It happens a lot.

Where a staff, it happens a lot.

P.
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GWEN WRIGHT: This is a pretty significant change.

It really makes it much less hyphen-like. We=re making it

squatter and wider and it is feeling less hyphen-like. So, I

think the question is, do you want them to come back? Is this

something you all need to take action on or is this something we

should approve?

STEVEN BRESLIN: If it was something conscious that

they did and brought to you, I feel differently than if it were

something they tried to sneak by and think it was worth telling

everybody about. Maybe it=s a significant change.

JOEY LAMPL: What=s curious is that they did call me

and ask about re-roofing the entire house in a synthetic

material where they=d have to come.back and I explained to them

very carefully that every change that is different from what it

was approved at the meeting, has to come back. And then they

came in with these plans. So, I think it=s, I don=t know their

motivation. I don=t understand.

KIMBERLY WILLIAMS: I think we should have them come

back.

SUSAN VELASQUES: I agree. I think that we need to

feel that each applicant is up front with us.

JOEY LAMPL: Okay.

SUSAN VELASQUES: I think we should ask them to come

back in with us.

JOEY LAMPL: Okay.
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1 SUSAN VELASQUES: And we can ask them then if they

2 have any further changes that we should be aware of.

3 GWEN WRIGHT: Anne has a somewhat similar issue on

4 the case that looks like this.

5 ANNE FOTHERGILL: In this case, it=s 9015 First

6 Avenue in the Woodside Historic district and there are changes

7 to the addition that they are adding to the rear of the house

8 and you can see from the two drawings, the approved addition and

9 the change they are proposing, which is to bring that second

10 floor flush to the first floor in the back so that they can have

11 another bathroom in the second floor. They did come to us on

12 this. - This isn=t something that they tried to sneak through.

13 But we are just concerned since it is a difference, I believe,

14 from seven feet , to twelve feet. The five foot addition, I

15 think.

16 GWEN WRIGHT: They also said there were some

17 structural reasons that it came up as they were developing their

18 plans. Their contractor was explaining some structural issues

19 and said it would be easier to just have the walls flush but, it

20 adds square footage to the addition that you all approved. It

21 is a, you know, again a significant change in a project that was

22 very carefully reviewed by you all. We=re not necessarily

23 saying it=s horrible but the question is, should it come back to

24 you at a public meeting or should we approve it on a staff

25 level?
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1 LEE BURSTYN: Well, I have two comments. First of

2 all, whether they come back or not come back would be for

3 substance and not because they may have, for whatever reason,

•.4 left something out or whatever. I mean, coming back is to me,

5 shouldn=t be viewed by any applicant as a punishment for the

6 clarification for the Historic Preservation.

7 Second of all, I don=t see any problem with them

8 working with staff and then staff determining that, if what they

9 want to do kinda goes over the edge of normal staff discretion

10 or approval, then we recommend that it come back to the

11 Commission and if not, you just go with it.

12 GWEN WRIGHT: Well, we sort of think this does which

13 is why we=re to you.

14 JULIA O=MALLEY: I think it changes the massing

15 somewhat, I mean, it is at the back, but I do think it would be

16 good to come back.

17 JEF FULLER: To me, this one=s borderline. I=d be

18 willing to let it go because it is at the back. It is a fairly

19 big change but, quite frankly, I think we=d approve it in the

20 end anyhow, so, you know, I think it=s within that range that I

21 think, yes, let staff do it. I think they made the effort to

22 come talk to us.

23 KIMBERLY WILLIAMS: I just would encourage staff to

24 really work with them to get it back a little bit further. It=s

25 just architecturally pleasing the way they=re having, they=re
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proposing it now. I don=t have a problem with that. I think

the staff is more than competent.

GWEN WRIGHT: Well, I have to say, if you don=t think

this is a good design, then I really think it should come back

to the Commission. I don=t want staff to be left in the

position of saying, you know, we=re rejecting your design and we

want you to redesign this. If you think that this is okay, tell

us an we=ll approve it. But, if you think it isn=t perfect and

you need some room --

KIMBERLY WILLIAMS: I think Commissioner Fuller hits

the nail on the head. I think that we probably would approve

this as a Commission, but, we=d still like to push them, if

possible, at staff level to go closer to what was approved just

because it=s better. But it doesn=t, I mean, in terms of the

criteria we would use for approving that, it meets those

criteria. It=s just, unfortunately, it=s not as good a design,

in my opinion.

SUSAN VELASQUES: Commissioner Breslin?

STEVEN BRESLIN: Well, we=re the ones that do the

pushing.

SUSAN VELASQUES: That=s right. I don=t think it=s

staff=s place to do the pushing.

STEVEN BRESLIN: Right. This is their proposal and

I think staff either says yes or no.

SUSAN VELASQUEZ: Well, what I gather is that they
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1 are presenting this new drawing, this changed drawing, which to

2 me would be an amendment to a hop and I don=t think that we

3 should put staff in that position. I think that=s what

4 Commissioners do, so, I prefer to have them come back.

5 GWEN WRIGHT: We have a fairly light agenda for the

6 next meeting and it wouldn=t, we=d have to sort of change some

7 of the noticing but I don=t think noticing is a huge issue with

8 either of these cases. Maybe we can just put them on the next

9 agenda and not push them into February. But actually try to get

10 them on the January 28th agenda.

11 JULIA O=MALLEY: I=m wondering about the structural

12 issues they mentioned.

13 GWEN WRIGHT: Yes, they can explain that a little

14 more than we can, I think.

15 SUSAN VELASQUES: When we come back.

16 GWEN WRIGHT: Okay, the last thing is, the last big

17 thing, I have a lot of dates to go over with you but the last

18 big thing is that you got a memo about Pepco and tree clearing

19 in Capital View Park. And I mentioned in our work session that

20 I have contacted Pepco. I=m going to be meeting at the site

21 with the Pepco representative on Friday, along with the Park and

22 Planning Arborist to go over their project. There are a couple

23 of citizens who are here who were interested in this issue and I

24 guess their question is, do you want any additional testimony or

25 information from the citizens about this at this time?
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JULIA O=MALLEY: I don=t think we need it. I think

that suddenly you=re aware of can happen when Pepco gets over

zealous and I know in Kensington they require a Pepco to tell

them whenever they=re doing any work, so I think if you meet

with them, we know the issues.

SUSAN VELASQUEZ: Yes, ma=am?

UNKNOWN PERSON: I could say something.

SUSAN VELASQUEZ: We don=t really need anything to

be said. We=ve had hearings on a lot of these changes and so on

and we=re going to let, since you already have the meeting

scheduled with them, if necessary, then we could have a meeting

with staff.

GWEN WRIGHT: If it=s a problem and it appears to be,

you know, that Pepco and staff are really at Loggerheads, I may

ask for this to get thrown on the agenda for January 28th as

well.

JEF FULLER: I don=t think we can do much more right

now because, basically, it=s a concern if the case by case issue

of this tree versus this power line, you=re just going to have

to address it that way or that would have to come back that way.

It=s not, we=re not going to be able to address it globally for

the entire community.

SUSAN VELASQUES: Okay.

SOMEONE FROM AUDIENCE: Excuse me, I=m one of the

residents that=s concerned also. I was the one who stopped
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1 Pepco from going in further in our neighborhood. They gave us

2 no notification that they planned to clear cut every tree along

3 the road on Capital View Avenue. From Metropolitan until at

4 least Stoney Brook Drive, in order to guard their power lines.

5 They have nothing along that section of the road has anything to

6 do with the current plan. Also --

7 SUSAN VELASQUEZ: They didn=t give us notice either.

8 Okay, we have staff on that and if necessary, we=ll have a

9 meeting on it. Our next meeting on January 28th.

10 SOMEONE FROM AUDIENCE: Yes, but.they=ll be out again

11 tomorrow. They come out everyday.

12 SUSAN VELASQUEZ: All right, well --

13 SOMEONE FROM AUDIENCE: And I have to chase them away

14 everyday.

15 SUSAN VELASQUEZ: Well, perhaps Ms. Wright can deal

16 with that tomorrow.

17 GWEN WRIGHT: Yes, I mean I, the earliest I could get

18 the meeting set up the Arborist, our Arborist and the Pepco

19 representative was Friday morning. I don=t know if they=re

20 going to have crews out there tomorrow and I can call tomorrow

21 morning and ask them to try to make sure not to do any more work

22 until we have our meeting.

23 JULIA O=MALLEY: That would be good.

24 SOMEONE FROM AUDIENCE: Today they were on the back

25 part in Kensington doing water tests. The water companies also
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1 went out and doing this, so maybe this is notification to the

2 Commission that the water company is also planning on digging up

3 the entire Capital View Road.

4 SUSAN VELASQUEZ: Okay, we=re on it, thank you.

5

6
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DEPOSITION SERVICES, INC., hereby certifies that

the attached pages represent an accurate transcript of the

electronic sound recording of the proceedings before the

Montgomery County Historic Prevention Commission.

STAFF ITEMS ON

16 Newland, Proposed Elevator

and

9015 First Avenue, Woodside Historic District,

Proposed Rear Addition

By:

Linda Novak, Transcriber
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{ APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT

Contact Person: 

RAM ̂

7 1y eAtA 

l Daytime Phone No.: 9v ~` - 4(p. ~ (~

Tax Account No.: ~0 

4__''
Name of Property Owner:~lj~iC►y ~YT/LJF ~-T ~OZ~I~OY~►i

f

lY~tA Daytime Phone No.:
~ 

(~ - I t/~'~]' 

t&CP
Address: ITT/W LA/yp51 '9~

Street Number City ' f Staet Zip Code

Comractorr: ~+' 1 ~~M. ~4 FL Phone No.:

Contractor Registration No.:

Agent for Owner: Daytime Phone No.:

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE 

r ~' I1
House Number.(ap S~~ t~"'~/~N

/ /
15
, G

Town/City:~~(/ Nearest Cross Street~v✓F—

Lot: 
1//~~ 

1 Block:  Subdivision: ~
re 

1 t" ~1~£

Liber:— ~24- Folio: V Parcel:

P RA T ONE: TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION AND USE

1A. CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

Construct Z Extend 1<ARer/Renovate

❑ Move ❑ Install 'R Wreck/Raze

- ❑ Revision * Repair ❑ Revocable

1B. Construction cost estimate: $ 4 50/ Do o

CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

A/C EX Slab X Room Addition ❑ Porch XC Deck ❑ Shed

❑ Solar ❑ Fireplace ❑ Woodbuming Stove X Single Family

N Fence/Wall (complete Section 4) ❑ Other.

1 C. If this is a revision of a previously approved active permit, see Permit #

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS

2A. Type of sewage disposal: 01 14 WSSC 02 ❑ Septic 03 ❑ Other.

2$. Type of water supply: 01 g WSSC 02 ❑ Well 03 ❑ Other.

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL

/~ U
3A. Height (J feet ~ inches

39. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

XI On party line/property line ❑ Entirely on land of owner 
1
0 On public right of way/easement

I hereby that l have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct ;and that the construction will comply with plans
appro ed by all agencies ed and l hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

/llzo3
Signature o! owner or authorized agent Date

Approved: For Chairperson, Historic Preservation Commission

Disapproved:Si

id

gn

-

aature: Date:

Application/Permit No.: k5/  Date Filed: I Date Issued:

Edit 6/21/99 SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS



July 24, 2003

Revised November 12, 2003

Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission

1109 Spring Street, Suite 801

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Dear Commissioners:

This is a summary for the HAWP application for a proposed addition to 16 Newlands Street in

Chevy Chase, Maryland. After our preliminary hearing on August 13, 2003, we were told by the

commission that we could apply for a HAWP. We understand that obtaining an HAWP will enable

us to apply for a building permit with the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services.

Once both of these approvals are obtained, we can then apply to the Chevy Chase Village for it's

building permit.

The site is located on the Northwest corner of Newlands Street and Brookville Road. The existing

house was built in 1912 for Mr. H. Mellote. The original, exterior was cement block. Children of

Mr. Widmaier, a later owner, report that their father participated in the creation of a high strength

polymer coating. Sometime after WWII, this owner covered the exterior block with "spraycrete".

Since then, the house has had several additions and renovations to the exterior at all elevations.

We have had two previous meetings with members of the Historic Preservation Department of

MNCPPC. We met with Gwen Wright, Preservation Supervisor, and Cord Jimenez. The HAWP

submission incorporates their helpful comments to our earlier, more conceptual schemes. This

submission also incorporates the comments given to us by the review board during our

Preliminary Hearing.

The current owners are Dr. Robert and Susan W. Morgenstein, who have lived in the house for

thirty-two years. They have a particular attachment to their location enjoying the large trees and

country lane ambiance of Brookville Road and Newlands Street. Upon gaining ownership of their

house, the clients removed the solid exterior back door and replaced it with a glass door, which

created a see-through central hallway permitting green views on all sides of their living space.

Their children were all raised in this house. The proposedaddition is intended to be a place

where their children and grandchildren can gather frequently to enjoy both the inside and outside

03016 Historic Preser-V2



spaces, to share time and meals. Susan Morgenstein wants to be able to serve dinner, in the

new addition, to thirty-six members of the family.

The existing site is 14,022 sf. (per deed). The existing house has a footprint of 1,520 sf. The

proposed addition has a footprint of 1,046 sf. The total proposed footprint of the house will be

2,545 sf. There is also an existing 364 sf garage on the property. The total footprint of the house

and garage will occupy 21% of the lot. The lot is zoned R-60 which allows a 35% lot occupancy.

The program of the addition includes a kitchen/family room that is approximately 22 feet by 24

feet. A new master bedroom suite will. be built over the kitchen/family room.

The design concept: the new kitchen/family room is connected to the original house with a glass

connector or "hyphen". The mass of the kitchen/family room is covered with a gambrel roof and it

is rotated 90 degrees from the East-West axis of the house. The design intent is to be

sympathetic to the design of the original house. This is achieved by using forms that are similar

to but smaller than the main volume of the house. The kitchen/family room has two rectangular

volumes that extend from the main mass. The first volume is a glass rectangle that will allow the

occupants to view the outside lawn and trees. The second volume is more opaque since it will

house the kitchen and home entertainment center of this area. This second volume will have a

solid wall with windows placed high on the wall. We propose to place a "metal sunscreen" over

the glass volume in order to break the scale and to protect the interior from excessive solar gain.

The kitchen/family room addition will be clad in Spraycrete to match the existing surface of the

house. Also to reduce scale, we are considering application of this surface to both the old and

new forms in two to three monochromatic shades.

The hyphen will be used as a secondary entrance accessed from the driveway. The client's

desire is to make this a relatively transparent piece, in continuance of their desire for see-through

views of greenery and trees. The hyphen allows us to touch or connect with the original house in

a minimal way. It makes it possible to leave the majority of the existing gambrel roof intact, and,

the overall form of the existing house will not be altered. It is our intention to differentiate the new

construction from the existing construction out of respect for the original house. The hyphen will

also contain a floor opening for a future elevator, since the clients plan to retire in this house.

An existing tree will have to be removed for the addition to occur. At 4'-6' above the ground, the

tree is W-10" in diameter. We will need submit a for Tree Removal Application. We are

03016 Historic Preser-V2
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developing a landscaping plan to include planting a number of species of trees that were original

to the property, that have either died or been destroyed by storms.

The plan includes new fencing along the sides of the property, not including the front yard, which

unlike many of the solid fences along Brookville Road, permits glimpses of trees and greenery.

Sincerely,

Dale A. Stewart

CORE

03016 Historic Preser-V2



16 Newlands Street-Zoning Summary
11/12/03

Zone R-60

Lot 21

Block 47

Plat 106

Lot Occupancy Allowed 35

Lot SF 14022

Existing House SF - footprint 1520

Existing Garage-footprint 364

Total Existing SF 1884

Addition SF - footprint 1046

Total SF-footprint

Actual Lot Occupancy

Newlands Street Setback 25'

Rear Yard Setback 20'

Sideyard Setback 8'

Brookvile Road Setback 15'

Maximum Building Height 35'

2930

By Deed

Includes covered front porch. Excludes portion
of house to be demolished.

0.21 35% maximum lot occupancy allowed

The property is a corner lot, the main door of
the property faces Newlands Street.

In the case of a corner lot, if the adjoining lot on
one of the streets either does not front on that
street or is in a nonresidential zone, the setback
from that street line must be at least 15'.
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November 12, 2003

16 Newlands Street Adjacent Neighbors.

See attached map.

Simon Wagman

11 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Francis Saul

14 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Jon C & T White

15 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Virginia Leachman

103 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Arthur Phelan

6300 Brookville Road

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Michael Williams

21 East Melrose Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Daniel Korengold

101 East Melrose Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Note: Information is based on www.dat.state.md.us website.

T

03016 Neighbor Info.
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III A.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 16 Newlands Street Meeting Date: 08/13/03

Applicant: Susan Morgenstein Report Date: 08/06/03
(Dale Stewart, Agent)

Resource: Chevy Chase Historic District Public Notice: 07/30/03

Review: Preliminary Consultation Tax Credit: No

Case Number: n/a Staff: Corri Jimenez

PROPOSAL: Construction of a rear addition

RECOMMEND: Proceed to a HAWP

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE: Contributing Resource
STYLE: Dutch Colonial
DATE: 1912

Built in 1912 by Mr. H. Mellote, 16 Newlands Street is a contributing resource to
the Chevy Chase Historic District as a 1-'/2 story Dutch Colonial. Mr. Widmaier, a later
owner of the house, further contributed to the historical significance of the property as he
was the inventor of then-popular, high-strength-polymer cement known as "spraycrete."

PROPOSAL

The applicants propose to construct a gambrel-roof glass two-story hyphen
between the existing house and a new 1-%2 story addition. The applicants' goals are to
increase living space, maintain views to Brookville Road, and create a clearly modern
addition.

Aluminum-framed window panels will form the hyphen between the existing
house and the addition as well as create a new entryway from the driveway. The gambrel
roof pattern, seen on the existing house, will frame the hyphen. Besides this connector,
the 1-% addition will also repeat the gambrel roof pattern as it connects with the hyphen.
The addition will be constructed of concrete blocks and coated with "spraycrete," like the
historic house. The first story will have three bays of aluminum-framed windows on both



the east and west elevations with an aluminum trellis fronting both of these window bays.
The second story will have 4/4 simulated divided lite wood, aluminum-clad windows
with European-style two-panel shutters attached to one side. On the rear, an aluminum-
framed, box-bay will be added on the first floor with two 4/4 simulated divided lite wood
windows with aluminum cladding on the second floor. An existing 8-10" diameter elm
will need to be removed, and a landscaping plan will be presented in the final Historic
Area Work Permit.

Besides the construction of the glass hyphen and the addition, alterations are
being proposed on an existing side addition that faces Brookeville Road to include the
removal of a circle vent over a 6/6 double hung window. In addition, the modern

Palladian window/door configuration with concrete steps will be removed and a plain 3-
bay aluminum-framed window will be installed that will match the windows on the
addition and hyphen.

STAFF DISCUSSION

HPC staff has met with the architects twice in July to review this project. Staff

wants to commend the applicants and their architect on the construction of a modern

addition to a historic house. The differentiation of the old and the new are obvious in this
particular project. The Secretary of Interior's Guidelines for Rehabilitation states:

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials

that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be

compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity

of the property and its environment.

Stylistically, this addition takes the gambrel roof outline and mimics this concept on both

the hyphen as well as the addition. A slate substitute roof will be installed on the addition

that will also be compatible with the slate roof located on the existing historic house. An

additional historic allusion on the addition is the use of two-panel single shutters on the

second floor, which is typical of a Dutch architecture. The transparency of the

aluminum-framed glass windows that compliment the addition, hyphen and smaller

addition off the main house are clearly modern vocabulary but follows the Secretary of

Interior's Guidelines.

Besides the Secretary of Interior's Guidelines, Chevy Chase Historic District has
guidelines for additions on outstanding as well as contributing resources. These

guidelines emphasize

"Major additions should where feasible, be placed to the rear of the existing structure so that they

are less visible from the public right of way. Major additions, which substantially alter or obscure

the front of the structure should be discouraged but not automatically prohibited. For example,

where lot size does not permit placement to the rear, and the proposed addition is compatible with

the streetscape, it should be subject to moderate scrutiny for contributing resources, but strict

scrutiny for outstanding resources."

2



Staff feels that the applicants are following this guideline because the addition is placed
on the rear. Due to the location of house on a corner lot on Brookeville Road and
Newlands Street, the visibility of any addition is unavoidable.

The addition and existing house's footprints are as follows:

Existing house 1,520 square footage
Proposed addition 1,025 square footage
Total proposed house 2,545 square footage

On a 13,000 square footage lot, the massing and size of the proposed addition and
existing structure will occupy 20.9% of the lot.

Staff would like to recommend a few details for the proposed design. For one, the
wood shutters on the addition are should be operable, like any typical shutter. Second,
the slate substitute used should be not an asphalt-shingle type, but a slate substitute that
has a thickness.

In addition, staff would like to encourage the original windows and doors that are
removed be architecturally salvaged at a local company.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff is in support of the proposed project and recommends the applicants proceed
forward to a HAWP.
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July 24, 2003

Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission
Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission
1109 Spring Street, Suite 801
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Dear Commissioners:

This is a summary for the preliminary review of a proposed addition to 16 Newlands Street in
Chevy Chase, Maryland. After our preliminary hearing, we hope to apply for an Historic Area
Work Permit (HAWP). We understand that obtaining an HAWP will enable us to apply for a
building permit with the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services. Once both of
these approvals are obtained, we can then apply to the Chevy Chase Village for it's building
permit.

The site is located on the Northwest corner of Newlands Street and Brookville Road. The existing
house was built in 1912 for Mr. H. Mellote. The original exterior was cement block. Children of
Mr. Widmaier, a later owner, report that their father participated in the creation of a high strength
polimer coating. Sometime after WWII, this owner covered the exterior block with "spraycrete".
Since then, the house has had several additions and renovations to the exterior at all elevations.

We have had two previous meetings with members of the Historic Preservation Department of
MNCPPC. We met with Gwen Wright, Preservation Supervisor, and Cord Jimenez. This
submission incorporates their helpful comments to our earlier, more conceptual schemes.

The current owners are Dr. Robert and Susan W. Morgenstein. They have lived in the house for
thirty-two years. They have a particular attachment to their location enjoying the large trees and
country lane ambiance of Brookville Road and Newlands Street. Upon gaining ownership of their
house, the clients removed the solid'exterior back door and replaced it with a glass door, to create
a see-through central hallway permitting green views on all sides of their living space. Their
children were raised in this house. The addition is intended to be a place where their children
and grandchildren can gather frequently to enjoy both the inside and outside spaces, to share
time and meals. Susan Morgenstein wants to be able to serve dinner, in the new addition, to
thirty-six members of the family.

The existing site is 13,900 sf. The existing house has a footprint of 1,520 sf. The proposed
addition has a footprint of 1,025 sf. The total proposed footprint of the house will be 2,545 sf.
There is also an existing 364 sf garage on the property. The total footprint of the house and
garage will occupy 20.9% of the lot. The lot is zoned R-60 which allows a 35% lot occupancy.
The program of the addition includes a kitchen/family room that is approximately 22 feet by 24
feet. A new master bedroom suite will be built over the kitchen/family room.

Oq
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The design concept: the new kitchen/family room is connected to the original house with a glass
connector or "hyphen". The mass of the kitchen/family room is covered with a gambrel roof and it
is rotated 90 degrees from the East-West axis of the house. The design intent is to be
sympathetic to the design of the original house. This is achieved by using forms that are similar
to but smaller than the main volume of the house. The kitchen/family room has two rectangular
volumes that extend from the main mass. The first volume is a glass rectangle that will allow the
occupants to view the outside lawn and trees. The second volume is more opaque since it will
house the kitchen and home entertainment center of this area. This second volume will have a
solid wall topped with a glass skylight. We propose to place a "metal trellis" over the glass
volume in order to break the scale and to protect the interior from excessive solar gain.

The kitchen/family room addition will be clad in Spraycrete to match the existing surface of the
house. Also to reduce scale, we are considering application of this surface to both the old and
new forms in two to three monochromatic shades.

The hyphen will be used as a secondary entrance accessed from the driveway. Its form also has
a gambrel roof. The clients desire is to make this a relatively transparent piece, in continuance of
their desire for see-through views of greenery and trees. The hyphen allows us to touch or
connect with the original house in a minimal way. It makes it possible to leave the majority of the
existing gambrel roof intact, and, the overall form of the existing house will not be altered. It is
our intention to differentiate the new construction from the existing construction out of respect for
the original house. The hyphen will also contain an elevator, since the clients plan to retire in this
house.

An existing tree will have to be removed for the addition to occur. At 4'-6' above the ground, the
tree is 8"-10" in diameter. We will need to apply apply for Tree Removal Application. We are
developing a landscaping plan to include planting a number of species of trees that were original
to the property, that have either died or been destroyed by storms.

The plan includes new fencing along the sides of the property, not including the front yard, which
unlike many of the solid fences along Brookville Road permits glimpses of trees and greenery.

Sincerely,

Dale A. Stewart
CORE
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TRANSMITTAL

30 December 2003
11:53 AM

Ms. Joey Lampl
MNCPP-Historic Preservation
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20901

03016.00 Morgenstein Residence

re: 8.5 x 11 inch copies you requested

Joey,

CORE

architecture
graph c 

s
des gn

interior 
master planning
retail

Attached is the reduced set you requested. Please call me with any questions.

Or*-

(1) reduced set dated 12/19/03

Ramon I. Santos

Messenger
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18 November 2003

9:44 AM

03016.00 Morgenstein Residence

F 301.563.3412

T 301.563.3400

Mr. Joey Lampl

Re: Cut Sheets for 16 Newlands Street

Page(s) including cover page

Abby Lestition for Ramon Santos

[A 001
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Fax

19 November 2003

9:40 AM

03016.00 Morgenstein Residence

F 301.563.3412

T 301.563.3400

Ms. Joey Laml

Maryland National Capital Park & Planning Commission
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20901

Re-fax of page one

2Page(s) including cover page

architecture
graphic design
interiors
master planning
retail

If you have any questions or problems please also refer to the website, www.welshmountainslatexom

Abby Lestition Ramon Santos
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HOPE S
t STEEL WINDOWS & DOORS

HANDCRAFTED IN USA

PART 1- GENERAL

1.01 Description

Work included: Fumish all labor and materials to complete
the fabrication of windows as shown on architect's drawings
and as specked herein. All windows covered by this
specification shall be fabricated and installed by Hope's
Windows, Inc., Jamestown, New York, whose name and
products are used to establish the standard of workmanship
and quality construction required for this project. Other
bidders must be approved by the architect at least ten days
prior to the bid date, through submission of samples and
evidence showing that the bidder has been fabricating
window products of this type and quality for at least five
years. All windows must be domestically manufactured In
the U.S.A. All work shall include, but not be limited to, the
following:
1. Steel double weatherstripped windows with fixed, project

in, project-out, side hung-in or side hung-out
configurations.

2. All window anchors, mullions, covers and trim.
3. Stainless steel insect screens for all operating

ventilators. (optional)
4. Factory applied Hope's finish.
5. Installation.

B. Related work specified elsewhere:
1. Glass, glazing and glazing materials, Section
2. Perimeter caulking, Section
3. Miscellaneous structural items, Section

1.02 Quality Assurance

A. Manufacturer shall have not less than (5) years experience
in the fabrication of heavy intermediate steel windows and
be a member of The Steel Window Institute (SWI).

B. Installation of windows shalt be done by experienced window
installers.

C. Allowable tolerances: Size dimensions + 1/16 inch.

D. Source quality control:
1. Air infiltration test

a. Meets or exceeds ASTM E283
b. Maximum air infiltration 0.37 CFM/Ft. of crack length.

2. Water penetration test
a, Meets or exceeds ASTM E331
b. No water penetration for 15 minutes when window is

subjected to a rate of flow of 5 gal./hr./sq. ft with
differential pressure across window unit of 6.24 PSF
(50 m.p.h.).

3. Structural test
a. Meets or exceeds ASTM E330
b. No damage at 60 psf.

4 Evaluating degree of rusting on painted steel surfaces
test
a. Meets or exceeds ASTM D610
Evaluating degree of blistering of paint test
a. Meets or exceeds ASTM D714
Evaluation of painted or coated specimens subjected to
corrosive environments test
-a. Meets or exceeds ASTM D1654
Upon request, the window manufacturer shall provide a
test report from a qualified independent U-S. testing
laboratory regularly engaged in testing windows to verify
that his products conform to these test requirements.

University Series Heavy
Custom S1eel Windows

Speaiflications

1.03 Submittals

A. Samples (as requested by architect):
1. Typical window corner with glazing beads.

2. Sample of specified muntin, showing welded
intersections and glazing beads.

3. Color sampie of finish.
4. Hardware.

B. Shop drawings and manufacturer's literature:
1. Submit for approval shop drawings showing window and

installation details, including anchorage, fastening and
recommended sealing methods.

2. Dimensioned elevations showing window opening and
window sizes.

3. The manufacturer shall not commence any work until
shop drawings have been approved_

4. Color charts for standard finishes and sealants.

1.04 Product, Storage and Handling

A. The General Contractor shall be responsible for the
protection and storage of the windows after delivery to the
site.

B. Store in designated areas in an upright position on wood
slats or on a dry floor in a manner that will prevent damage.
Ventilate canvas or plastic coverings to prevent humidity
buildup.

1.05 Guarantee

A. Guarantee all materials and workmanship furnished and
installed to be free from defects for a period of 12 months
from the date of delivery if fumished only, or from substantial
completion if installed by Hope's. Repair or replace, at
manufacturer's option and expense, any materials or
workmanship found to be defective under conditions of
normal use during this period.

PART 2 - PRODUCT

2.01. Materials

Heavy custom double weatherstripped windows shall be
manufactured from solid hot rolled steel shapes_
1. Sections made from new billet steel with flanges rolled

integrally at the mill.
2. Perimeter frames and ventilator sections shall have

glazing rebates providing an unobstructed glazing surface
of at least 5/8" in height.

3. Glazing rebate surfaces must be perpendicular to the web
or stem of the section. Applied glazing rebate extensions
and rebate surfaces that are tapered will not be
acceptable.

4. The exterior side of the glazing rebate shall have an angle
tapered recess integrally rolled in the section_ Applied
tapered adapters will not be acceptable.

5. Combined weight of frame and ventilator sections shall
be a minimum of 3.8 pounds per lineal foot. Frame
section alone shall not weigh less than 1.78 pounds per
lineal foot.

6. The ventilator sections shall have integral grooves located
in the exterior and interior bedding contacts for the
reception of double weatherstripping.

Page-111
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2. Project-out ventilators:
a. Projected-out ventilators shall be balanced on heavy

stainless steel four bar hinges, having friction
maintained by a sliding brass shoe with screw
adjustment.

b. Provide two fasteners per ventilator where sash width
exceeds 4'8".

c. Fasteners shall be shipped loose for field installation.
3. Side hung-in ventilators:

a. Casement ventilators shall be hung on two comer
pivots.

Jo. Provide close-tite clips or #237 pivot (where
applicable) when vent height exceeds 5'6".

c. Provide double grip fasteners for ventilators over 5'6"
in height.

d. Friction device shall be applied at the head of the
ventilator.

e. Fasteners shall be shipped loose for field installation.
4. Side hung-out ventilators with roto operators

a. Casement ventilators shall be hung on two corner
pivots.

b. Provide close-tite clips or #237 pivot (where
applicable) when vent height exceeds 5'6".

c. Provide double grip fasteners for ventilators over 5'6"
in height.

d. Fasteners and roto operators shall be shipped loose
for field installation.

5. Side hung-out ventilators with simplex (non-roto)
a. Casement ventilators shall be hung on two corner

pivots.
b. Provide close-tite clips or #237 pivot (where

applicable) when vent height exceeds 5'6".
c. Provide double grip fasteners for ventilators over 5'6"

in height.
d. Friction device shall be applied at the head of the

ventilator.
e. Sill pulls shah be furnished for ventilators if, when

opened, the cam fastener is beyond reach.
f. Fasteners and sill pulls (when required) shall be

shipped loose for field installation.

H. Stainless steel Insect Screens (Optional)
1. Stainless steel screen frames shall be finished to match

the windows.
2. Stainless steel screens shall be rewireabie to allow for

mesh replacement.
3. Stainless steel screen fastenings shall permit easy

attachment and removal from the interior. See screen
section for further specifications.

Factory Finishing
1. Shot Blasting

a. Before any machining or welding is performed, all hot-
rolled

ot
rolled steel sections shall be cleaned by shot blasting
to remove any loose scale.

2. Galvanizing
a. After fabrication, but prior to final assembly, hot-rolled

steel windows and mullions shall be thoroughly
cleaned, pickled and fluxed.

b. All material shall then have an electro-deposited zinc
coating.

c. The thickness of the resultant coating shall conform to
ASTM Designation B•633 Type 1, Class 3.

d. All custom formed steel items such as doors, frames,
glazing beads, formed mullions• covers, and trim shall
be fabricated from G90 gah+anized sheet steel.

3. Bonderizing
a. After fabrication, windows, mullions, covers, and trim

shall be given a bonderized treatment that produces a
non-metallic phosphate coating on the surface of the
steel integral with the metal itself.

b. The following five-stage process produces a coating of
innumerable crystals, which provide microscopic pores
into which the primer will penetrate and become firmly
bonded to the metal.
1. Pressure sprayed for three minutes with a hot

alkaline solution at a temperature of 110 degrees
F. to remove all shop dirt, grease and oil.

2. Pressure sprayed for three minutes with clear water
at a temperature of 110 degrees F. to remove the
alkaline solution.

3. Immersed in a zinc phosphate solution of Bonderite
37 or equivalent for six minutes.

4. Rinsed for three minutes with clear water at a
temperature of 110 degrees F. to remove excessive
Bonderite salts.

5. Immersed in a non-chrome posttreatment solution
of Paracolene 85 or equivalent for three minutes to
enhance the paint base and seal the coating.

6. Air-dried and cooled in preparation for prime
painting.

Prime Painting
a. Following the pretreatment, windows and accessories

are then dip primed with a PPG acrylic epoxy primer to
insure all surfaces are covered.

b. The primer is oven baked at 300 degrees F. for 15
minutes to a dry film thickness of 1.5 mils.

c. The material is then cooled in preparation for the
finish coat

Ultrathane Finish Painting
a. Following the prime coat, all windows and accessories

are given a spray coat of Tnemec acrylic polyurethane
and oven baked at 225 degrees F. for 15 minutes to a
dry film thickness of 1.5 mils.

b. The combined overall dry film thickness of the prime
coat and finish coat applied to the windows shall be
3.0 mils.

c. The architect shall select from over 500 standard
colors. Custom color matching is available upon
request. Contact your Hope's Representative.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.01 Inspection

A. Window openings shall conform with details, dimensions and
tolerances shown on the window manufacturer's approved
shop drawings.

B. Conditions which may adversely affect the window
installation must be corrected before installation
commences.

C. The wash down of the adjacent masonry must he completed
before erection commences to prevent damage to the finish
by the cleaning materials.

3.02 Installation

A. Windows specked under this section shall be installed by
experienced personnel.

Install windows in openings in strict accordance with
approved shop drawings.
1. Set units plumb, level and true to lime, without warp or

rack of frames.
2. Anchor units securely to surrounding construction with

approved fasteners.
3. The exterior Joints between the windows, trim and

mullions shall be property sealed watertight with an
approved sealant and neatly pointed.

C. Attach ventilator hardware, as required, and adjust
ventilators to operate smoothly free from twist and to he
weathertight then closed.

D. Repair any abraded areas of the factory finish.

3.03 Cleaning

A. Window installer shall leave window surfaces clean after
installation and ready to receive glass and glazing. The
window installer will not be responsible for final cleaning.

Page-113
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We me pleased to be able to present to you the world's first manufactured 
roofms slate made completely from recycled car tire
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11/18!03 8:35 AM

The beauty of slate
in a lightweight. mainternance-free option for those-who care about quality.
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never have to wont' about it dur.0 ....:ume.

Our tiles are available in four colors. You can use one color or mix two or
more for dramatic results. Please visit our "Choose colors" page and use our
interactive viewer to see different combinations and percentages of colors.

We make your purchase as easy as possible. We will ship the product
factory-direct to your site anywhere in Canada or the USA. For shipping to
other countries, please contact us for details.

Our product is easily installed. This site contains detailed installation instructions. If needed, we can train
you or your installers in the correct installation procedure.

Please take a few minutes to tour our site. I think you will agree that our product is one of the best in the
industry. Give us a try and you will find our service is exceptional.
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beauty of slate
;e-free option for those who care about quality.

We are pleased to be able to present to you the world's
first manufactured roofing slate made completely from
recycled car tires and re-engineered polymers. Our
product is 100% recycled and 100% recyclable. This roof
need never be sent to a landfill site.

Not only is this roof environmentally responsible but it is

one of the most beautiful roofs available on the market

today. Its exceptional life expectancy means that you

never have to worry about it during your lifetime.

Our tiles are available in four colors. You can use one color or mix two or

more for dramatic results. Please visit our "Choose colors" page and use our

interactive viewer to see different combinations and percentages of colors.
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B. Francis Saul III
14 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

December 3, 2003

Ms. Susan Velasquez
Montgomery County Historic
Preservation Commission
1109 Spring Street
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Re: Agenda Item No. II J
Historic Area Work Permit for Susan Morgenstein
16 Newlands Street, Chevy Chase, MD

Dear Ms. Velasquez:

I am writing in reference to the rear addition of our next door neighbor's (The
Morgenstein's) property. My wife and I think it is a very nice plan, and we are supportive
of it. The only unfortunate aspect, from our perspective, is that we have a wonderful view
looking east out of our kitchen and upstairs bedroom windows across the Morgenstein's
property and across Brookeville Road. It is a very pretty, heavily wooded view.

Since this addition will obstruct that view, we would like to suggest that the Morgenstein's
consider, as they are losing a few trees, planting an evergreen (such as a magnolia)
approxirtiately in the middle of the addition on their west elevation between the driveway
and the house. It would replace a tree that it being lost, add some greenery, and afford
them and us more privacy. We are unable to plant a tree on our property as our house is
very close to the lot line. '

Again, we think it is a wonderful addition. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

y ✓ r_

B. Francis Saul III

cc: Mr. Jeffrey Biddle
Manager, Chevy Chase Village
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3 December 2003

11:40 AM

03016.00 Morgenstein Residence

F 301-563-3412

T 301-563-3400

Ms. Joey Lampl
MNCPP-Historic Preservation

re: potential revisions

3 Page(s) including cover page

Joey,

CORE

whitecture
9r~hic design
iMedWS
rester planning
retail

Attached are (2) sketches that show the potential revisions to the glass hypen. It might be revised from 12' to
W.

Ramon I. Santos
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0 Terms And Conditions
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Definitions On this Airbill, "we," "our," and "us" refer to
Federal Express Corporation, its employees, and agents. "You"
and "your" refer to the sender, its employees, and agents.

Agreement To Terms By giving us your package to deliver,
you agree to all the terms on this Airbill and in our current
Service Guide, which is available on request. You also agree
to those terms on behalf of any third party with an interest in
the package. If there is a conflict between the Service Guide
and this Airbill, the Service Guide will control. No one is
authorized to change the terms of our Agreement.

Responsibility For Packaging And Completing Airbill
You are responsible for adequately packaging your goods and
properly filling out this Airbill. If you omit the number of
packages and/or weight per package, our billing will be based
on our best estimate of the number of packages we received
and/or an estimated "default" weight per package as
determined by us.

Responsibility For Payment Even if you give us different
payment instructions, you will always be primarily responsible for
all delivery costs, as well as any costwe incur in either returning
your package to you orwarehousing it pending disposition.

Limitations On Our Liability And Liabilities
Not Assumed
• Our liability in connection with this shipment is limited to the
lesser of your actual damages or $100, unless you declare
a higher value, pay an additional charge, and documentyour
actual loss in a timely manner. You may pay an additional
charge for each additional $100 of declared value. The
declared value does not constitute, nor do we provide, cargo
liability insurance.

• In any event, we will not be liable for any damage, whether
direct, incidental, special, or consequential in excess of the
declared value of a shipment, whether or not Federal Express
had knowledge that such damages might be incurred
including but not limited to loss of income or profits.

• We won't be liable:

— for your acts or omissions, including but not limited to
improper or insufficient packing, securing, marking, or
addressing, or those of the recipient or anyone else with
an interest in the package.

— if you or the recipient violates any of the terms of
our Agreement.

— for loss or damage to shipments of prohibited items.

for less, damage, or delay caused by events we cannot
control, including but not limited to acts of God, perils of
the air, weather conditions, acts of public enemies, war,
strikes, civil commotions, or acts of public authorities
with actual or apparent authority.

Declared Value Limits
• The highest declared value allowed for a FedEx Envelope
and FedEx Pak shipment is $500.

• For other shipments, the highest declared value allowed is
$50,000 unless your package contains items of extraordinary
value, in which case the highest declared value allowed
is 5500.

• Items of extraordinary value include shipments containing
such items as artwork, jewelry, furs, precious metals, nego-
tiable instruments, and other items listed in our Service Guide.

-You may send more than one package on this Airbill and fill
in the total declared value for all packages, not to exceed
the $100, $500, or$50,000 per package limit described above.
(Example: 5 packages can have a total declared value of up
to $250,000.) In that case, our liability is limited to the actual
value ofthe package(s) lost or damaged, but may not exceed
the maximum allowable declared value(s) orthe total declared
value, whichever is less. You are responsible for proving the
actual loss or damage.

Filing A Claim YOU MUST MAKE ALL CLAIMS IN.
WRITING and notify us of your claim within strict time limits
set out in the current Service Guide.

You may call our Customer Service department at
1.800.Go.FedExO 800.463.3339 to report a claim; however, you
must still file a timely written claim.

Within 90 days after you notify us of your claim, you must
send us all the information you have about it. We aren't
obligated to act on any claim until you have paid all
transportation charges, and you may notdeductthe amountof
your claim from those charges.

If the recipient accepts your package without noting any
damage on the delivery record, we will assume the package
was delivered in good condition. For us to process your claim,
you must make the original shipping cartons and packing
available for inspection.

Right To Inspect We may, at our option, open and inspect
your packages before or after you give them to us
to deliver.

Right Of Rejection We reserve the right to reject a
shipment when such shipment would be likely to cause delay
or damage to other shipments, equipment, or personnel; or if
the shipment is prohibited by law; or if the shipment would
violate any terms of our Airbill or our current Service Guide. •

C.O.D. Services C.O.D. SERVICE IS NOT AVAILABLE WITH
THIS AIRBILL. If C.O.D. Service is required, please use a
Federal Express C.O.D. Airbill,

Air Transportation Tax Included Afederel excise
tax when required by the Internal Revenue Code on the air
transportation portion of this service, if any, is paid by us.

Money-Back Guarantee In the event of untimely delivery,
Federal Express will, at your request and with some limitations,
refund or credit all transportation charges. See current Service
Guide for more information.

Pon AM11J157612. Rev. IC101



TRANSMITTAL

6 January 2004
2:34 PM

Ms. Joey Lamp[
MNCPP-Historic Preservation
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20901

03016.00 Morgenstein Residence

re: additional images you requested

Joey,

CORE

architecture
graphic design
interiors
master planning
retail

Attached are (13) color and (13) black and white image of the revised entry. Please call with any questions.

Ramon I. Santos

Fed Ex 1 st (by 8:30 am)

(13) copies of b&w entry sketch dated 1/6/04
(13) copoies of colored entry sketch dated 1/6/Q3
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3 December 2003

11:40 AM

03016.00 Morgenstein Residence

F 301-563-3412

T 301-563-3400

Ms. Joey Lampl
MNCPP-Historic Preservation

re: potential revisions

3 Page(s) induding cover page

Joey,

Attached are (2) sketches that show the potential revisions to the glass hypen. It might be revised from 12' to
8'.

Ramon I. Santos
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FAX

18 December 2003

5:25 PM

03016.00 Morgenstein Residence

F 301-563-3412

T 301-563-3400

Ms. Joey Lampl
MNCPP-Historic Preservation

8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20901

re: status

1 Page(s) Includng cover page

Joey,

CORE

architecture
.Ir~
rrrteriws
master plenrrhg
retail

You will be getting 4 sets on 12/22103. Jeff Biddle of Chevy Chase Village wants (1) set stamped and signed by
Historic and DPS. You can keep one set for your records. DPS needs (2) sets stamped.

Please call Jackie Unthank, or RAMCO permitting services when you are finished so she can pick up the (3)
sets of drawings and take them to DPS. Jackie's cell phone number is 703-472-3553.

I ;:

i will be out of town next week, but my cell phone number is 202-210-5919. Please call with any questions,

ank you, Have ood Holiday.

Ramon I. Santos
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B. Francis Saul III
14 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

December 3, 2003

Ms. Susan Velasquez
Montgomery County Historic
Preservation Commission
1109 Spring Street
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Re: Agenda Item No. II J
Historic Area Work Permit for Susan Morgenstein
16 Newlands Street, Chevy Chase, MD

Dear Ms. Velasquez:

I am writing in reference to the rear addition of our next door neighbor's (The
Morgenstein's) property. My wife and I think it is a very nice plan, and we are supportive
of it. The only unfortunate aspect, from our perspective, is that we have a wonderful view
looking east out of our kitchen and upstairs bedroom windows across the Morgenstein's
property and across Brookeville Road. It is :a very pretty, heavily wooded view.

Since this addition will obstruct that view, we would like to suggest that the Morgenstein's
consider, as they are losing a few trees, planting an evergreen (such as a magnolia)
approximately in the middle of the addition on their west elevation between the driveway
and the house. It would replace a tree that is being lost, add some greenery, and afford
them and us more privacy. We are unable to plant a tree on our property as our house is
very close to the lot line.

Again, we think it is a wonderful addition. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

B. Francis Saul III

cc: Mr. Jeffrey Biddle
Manager, Chevy Chase Village
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November 12, 2003

16 Newlands Street Adjacent Neighbors.

See attached map.

Simon Wagman

11 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Francis Saul

14 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Jon C & T White

15 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Virginia Leachman

103 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Arthur Phelan

6300 Brookville Road

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Michael Williams

21 East Melrose Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Daniel Korengold

101 East Melrose Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Note: Information is based on www.dat._ state. md.us website.

03016 Neighbor Info.
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1010 wisconsin avenue, nw 
PN: 03016.00

CORE suite 405 washngton,dc20007 MORGENSTEIN RESIDENCE DT: 11/12/03 

T 202.466.6116DB: SK-700
Q copyright core group, 

F 202.466.6235 16 NeWands Street
g p, pc 2003 

E GEN@COREdc.com Chevy Chase, Maryland

CB:
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1010 Wisconsin avenue, nwCORE suite 405 MORGENSTEIN RESIDENCEwashngton,dc20007
T 202 466 6116
F 202.466.6235 16 Newlands Street

© copyright core group, pc 2003
E GEN@COREdc.com Chevy Chase, Maryland
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17 76 • HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
9RYt. 301/563-3400'

APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORD PERMIT

Contact 

Person:j h 

✓/~/1✓

©~ Daytime Phone No.: v " ~

Tax Account Ne.: (•j 

`t ~{ / 2
Name of Property Ow~~nee~r:,,_ (I~ p~`A/ ~-r i ~OQ1PYlS %~ Daytime Phone Noo.AA:

Address: We t 

11

`f;W I~+"~ND~7 ewyy
Street Number ' City ` staet Zip Code

Contnictorr: p_ 1~T'~ 11J Phone No.:

Contractor Registration No.:

Agent for Owner: Daytime Phone No.:

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE 
I --''/~G,

House Number: I de Street r~6d V~C1 0-
, t
5

Town/City:
//

~ Nearest 
 
Cross Sttreet: 

~r~{~ 
~~ 11~

Lot: c ( Block: 
 

Subdivision: (/t 1 r' - (~°~7 AG V1 
r k7_.£

Liber. AC?74- Folio: Parcel:

P RA T ONE: TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION AND USE

1A, CHECK ALL APPLICABLE: CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

j~ Construct Extend 12<Aher/Renovate ~Z A/C 1<1 Slab Room Addition ❑ Porch 1K Deck ❑ Shed

❑ Move ❑ Install IR Wreck/Raze ❑ Solar ❑ Fireplace ❑ Woodbuming Stove Single Family

❑ Revision X Repair ❑ Revocable TA Fence/Wall (complete Section 4) ❑ Other.

1 B. Construction cost estimate: $ 4 60/
1 C. If this is a revision of a previously approved active permit, see Permit #

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS

2A. Type of sewage disposal: 014 WSSC 02 ❑ Septic 03 ❑ Other.

2B. Type of water supply: 01 X WSSC 02 ❑ Well 03 ❑ Other.

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL
I t

3A. Height (Pf
/~ 
 feet D inches

36. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

XI On party line/property line ❑ Entirely on land of owner ❑ On public right of way/easement

I herebv that / have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct :and that the construction will comply with plans
appro ed by all agencies ' ed and I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

/<lz03
Signature al owner or authorized agentI Date

Approved: For Chairperson, Historic Preservation Commission

Disapproved:

Application/Permit No.:

Signature: Date:

Date Filed: Date Issued:

Edit 6/21/99 SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS



1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Description of existing structures) and environmental setting, including their historical features and significance:

a;1T~~1'Fi~

t
b. General description of project and its effect on the historic resource(s), the environmental setting, and, where applicable, the historic district

2. SITE PLAN

Site and environmental setting, drawn to scale. You may use your plat. Your site plan must include:

a. the scale, north arrow, and date;

b. dimensions of all existing and proposed structures; and

c. site features such as walkways, driveways, fences, ponds, streams, trash dumpsters, mechanical equipment, and landscaping.

3. PLANS AND ELEVATIONS

You must submit 2 copies of plans and elevations in a format no larger than 11" x 17" Plans on 8 1/2" x 11" pacer are preferred.

a. Schematic construction plans, with marked dimensions, indicating location, size and general type of walls, window and door openings, and other

fixed features of both the existing resource(s) and the proposed work.

b. Elevations (facades), with marked dimensions, clearly indicating proposed work in relation to existing construction and, when appropriate, context.

All materials and fixtures proposed for the exterior must be noted on.the elevations drawings. An existing and a proposed elevation drawing of each

facade affected by the proposed work is required.

4. MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

General description of materials and manufactured items proposed for incorporation in the work of the project This information may be included on your

design drawings.

5. PHOTOGRAPHS

a. Clearly labeled photographic prints of each facade of existing resource, including details of the affected portions. All labels should be placed on the

front of photographs.

b. Clearly label photographic prints of the resource as viewed from the public right-of-way and of the adjoining properties. All labels should be placed on

the front of photographs.

6. TREE SURVEY

If you are proposing construction adjacent to or within the dripline of any tree 6" or larger in diameter (at approximately 4 feet above the ground), you

trust file an accurate tree survey identifying the size, location, and species of each tree of at least that dimension.

7. ADDRESSES OF ADJACENT AND CONFRONTING PROPERTY OWNERS

For ALL projects, provide an accurate list of adjacent and confronting property owners (not tenants), including names, addresses, and zip codes. This list

should include the owners of all lots or parcels which adjoin the parcel in question, as well as the owner(s) of lot(s) or parcel(s) which lie directly across

the street/highway from the parcel in question. You can obtain this information from the Department of Assessments and Taxation, 51 Monroe Street,

Rockville, (301/279.1355).

PLEASE PRINT (IN BLUE OR BLACK INK) OR TYPE THIS INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE.

PLEASE STAY WITHIN THE GUIDES OF THE TEMPLATE. AS THIS WILL BE PHOTOCOPIED DIRECTLY ONTO MAILING LABELS.



July 24, 2003

Revised November 12, 2003

Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission

1109 Spring Street, Suite 801

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Dear Commissioners:

This is a summary for the HAWP application for a proposed addition to 16 Newlands Street in

Chevy Chase, Maryland. After our preliminary hearing on August 13, 2003, we were told by the

commission that we could apply for a HAWP. We understand that obtaining an HAWP will enable

us to apply for a building permit with the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services.

Once both of these approvals are obtained, we can then apply to the Chevy Chase Village for it's

building permit.

The site is located on the Northwest corner of Newlands Street and Brookville Road. The existing

house was built in 1912 for Mr. H. Mellote. The original exterior was cement block. Children of

Mr. Widmaier, a later owner, report that their father participated in the creation of a high strength

polymer coating. Sometime after WWII, this owner covered the exterior block with "spraycrete".

Since then, the house has had several additions and renovations to the exterior at all elevations.

We have had two previous meetings with members of the Historic Preservation Department of

MNCPPC. We met with Gwen Wright, Preservation Supervisor, and Cord Jimenez. The HAWP

submission incorporates their helpful comments to our earlier, more conceptual schemes. This

submission also incorporates the comments given to us by the review board during our

Preliminary Hearing.

The current owners are Dr. Robert and Susan W. Morgenstein, who have lived in the house for

thirty-two years. They have a particular attachment to their location enjoying the large trees and

country lane ambiance of Brookville Road and Newlands Street. Upon gaining ownership of their

house, the clients removed the solid exterior back door and replaced it with a glass door, which

created a see-through central hallway permitting green views on all sides of their living space.

Their children were all raised in this house. The proposedaddition'is intended to be a place

where their children and grandchildren can gather frequently to enjoy both the inside and outside

03016 Historic Preser-V2



spaces, to share time and meals. Susan Morgenstein wants to be able to serve dinner, in the

new addition, to thirty-six members of the family.

The existing site is 14,022 sf. (per deed). The existing house has a footprint of 1,520 sf. The

proposed addition has a footprint of 1,046 sf. The total proposed footprint of the house will be

2,545 sf. There is also an existing 364 sf garage on the property. The total footprint of the house

and garage will occupy 21% of the lot. The lot is zoned R-60 which allows a 35% lot occupancy.

The program of the addition includes a kitchen/family room that is approximately 22 feet by 24

feet. A new master bedroom suite will be built over the kitchen/family room.

The design concept: the new kitchen/family room is connected to the original house with a glass

connector or "hyphen". The mass of the kitchen/family room is covered with a gambrel roof and it

is rotated 90 degrees from the East-West axis of the house. The design intent is to be

sympathetic to the design of the original house. This is achieved by using forms that are similar

to but smaller than the main volume of the house. The kitchen/family room has two rectangular

volumes that extend from the main mass. The first volume is a glass rectangle that will allow the

occupants to view the outside lawn and trees. The second volume is more opaque since it will

house the kitchen and home entertainment center of this area. This second volume will have a

solid wall with windows placed high on the wall. We propose to place a "metal sunscreen" over

the glass volume in order to break the scale and to protect the interior from excessive solar gain.

The kitchen/family room addition will be clad in Spraycrete to match the existing surface of the

house. Also to reduce scale, we are considering application of this surface to both the old and

new forms in two to three monochromatic shades.

The hyphen will be used as a secondary entrance accessed from the driveway. The client's

desire is to make this a relatively transparent piece, in continuance of their desire for see-through

views of greenery and trees. The hyphen allows us to touch or connect with the original house in

a minimal way. It makes it possible to leave the majority of the existing gambrel roof intact, and,

the overall form of the existing house will not be altered. It is our intention to differentiate the new

construction from the existing construction out of respect for the original house. The hyphen will

also contain a floor opening for a future elevator, since the clients plan to retire in this house.

An existing tree will have to be removed for the addition to occur. At 4'-6' above the ground, the

tree is W-10" in diameter. We will need submit a for Tree Removal Application. We are

03016 Historic Preser-V2



developing a landscaping plan to include planting a number of species of trees that were original

to the property, that have either died or been destroyed by storms.

The plan includes new fencing along the sides of the property, not including the front yard, which

unlike many of the solid fences along Brookville Road, permits glimpses of trees and greenery.

Sincerely,

Dale A. Stewart

CORE

03016 Historic Preser-V2



16 Newlands Street-Zoning Summary
11/12/03

Zone R-60

Lot 21

Block 47

Plat 106

Lot Occupancy Allowed 35

Lot SF 14022 By Deed

Existing House SF - footprint 1520

Existing Garage-footprint 364

Total Existing SF 1884

Includes covered front porch. Excludes portion

of house to be demolished.

Addition SF - footprint 1046

Total SF-footprint '2930

Actual Lot Occupancy 0.21 35% maximum lot occupancy allowed

The property is a corner lot, the main door of

Newlands Street Setback 25' the property faces Newlands Street.

Rear Yard Setback 20'

Sideyard Setback 8'

In the case of a corner lot, if the adjoining lot on
one of the streets either does not front on that
street or is in a nonresidential zone, the setback

Brookvile Road Setback 15' from that street line must be at least 15'.

Maximum Building Height 35'
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November 12, 2003

16 Newlands Street Adjacent Neighbors.

See attached map.

Simon Wagman

11 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Francis Saul

14 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Jon C & T White

15 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Virginia Leachman

103 Newlands Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Arthur Phelan

6300 Brookville Road

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Michael Williams

21 East Melrose Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Daniel Korengold

101 East Melrose Street

Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Note: Information is based on WWW.dat. state. md.us. website.

03016 Neighbor Info.
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